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H O W W  CATHODES FOR ARCJET THRUSTERS 
An experimental study designed to determine the suitability of 
hollow cathodes as electron sources for arcjets was completed during 
this grant period. The tests, which were conducted using ammonia 
propellant and a wide variety of hollow cathode designs, had the 
general objective of demonstrating whether or not hollow cathodes 
could be operated reliably in the high pressure (of order 1000 Torr) 
regime where arcjet thrusters operate. Although operation of the 
cathodes was demonstrated on ammonia and several guidelines were 
identified that facilitated operation at high pressures for short 
periods of time, reliable hollow cathode operation at high pressure 
was not demonstrated. A description of the tests conducted together 
with the results obtained and conclusions drawn from the tests were 
organized into a paper that was presented during the grant period. A 
copy of that paper is included as Appendix A to this report. 
CONSTRAINED-SHEATH OPTICS FOR HIGH THRUST DENSITY, 
WW S P E C I F I C  IMPUISE ION THRUSTERS 
The concept of using a contoured, fine wire mesh attached to the 
screen grid as a means of controlling the focusing of ion beamlets 
emerging from ion thrusters operating at low net-to-total accelerating 
voltage ratios was investigated experimentally during this grant 
period. Comparative tests conducted using free and constrained-sheath 
ion optics systems suggested that the constraining sheath facilitated 
operation at lower accelerator grid impingement currents, to higher 
perveance levels and with slightly less divergent beamlets than those 
produced using the conventional free-sheath scheme. Results suggest 
V 
additional gains in optical performance might be realized by 
optimizing the shape of the constraining mesh. In the course of 
conducting this work a new concept that can be used to probe ion 
beamlets emerging from extraction grids was identified. The 
usefulness of this probing concept, which can be used to study the 
structure and focusing characteristics of ion beamlets as the 
parameters associated with their formation, was demonstrated. The 
details of this work were described in a paper presented during the 
grant period. A copy of that paper is included as Appendix B to this 
report. 
vi 
8 CH DIA RING CUSP DISCHARGE CHAMBER RESEARCH 
Jason Vaughn 
INTRODUCTION 
A study conducted by Hiattl on a specially designed 8 cm diameter 
ring-cusp ion source demonstrated some conditions that had to be met 
in order to realize good discharge chamber performance. In that study 
good performance was realized when 1) the surface of revolution of the 
innermost magnetic field line that intercepted the anode (i.e. the 
virtual anode field line) also intercepted the outermost holes in the 
screen grid and 2) the surface of revolution of the outermost field 
line that intercepted the outer boundary of the electron source (i.e. 
the virtual cathode field line) was located relative to the virtual 
anode so the discharge was on the threshold of extinction at the 
prevailing discharge voltage. By operating so that these criteria 
were met, Hiatt was able to demonstrate operation on argon at beam ion 
energy cost/propellant utilization efficiency conditions that were 
particularly attractive for the small discharge chamber he used in his 
study . 
Hiatt's results were, however, obtained on an ion source that 
utilized a refractory metal filament cathode located downstream of the 
ring cusp near the screen grid. In order to make those results more 
useful it is desirable that similar criteria be defined for discharge 
chamber designs that utilize a hollow cathode rather than a refractory 
metal filament electron source. This is desirable because hollow 
cathodes are needed in space applications where long lifetime 
operation and prelaunch testing to assure good performance are 
required. Since hollow cathodes have generally been located on the 
centerline near the upstream ends of discharge chambers, it was felt 
that this study should focus on this hollow cathode location at least 
for preliminary phases of the study. 
The objective of this study had been to identify criteria that 
assure operation of a discharge chamber utilizing a hollow cathode at 
peak performance conditions. In order to maximize the understanding 
of discharge phenomena being sought, this objective has been 
undertaken in two steps. First, the performance-related effects of 
moving a refractory metal filament cathode from downstream to upstream 
of the ring cusp were studied and then the effects of changing the 
size and axial location of this filament cathode were studied. Next, 
the performance-related effects induced by replacing this upstream 
filament cathode with a hollow cathode and changing its axial position 
and the parameters associated with operation were investigated. 
THEORY 
Experimental results obtained in this study will be analyzed in 
terms of the discharge chamber model developed by Brophy. 2 
Specifically, the experimentally measured performance will be 
described using plasma ion energy cost vs. discharge chamber neutral 
density plots and the extracted ion fraction (fB) data that are used 
in this model to characterize discharge chambers. In order to do 
this, plasma ion energy cost data (eP) will be measured in ;i discharge 
chamber when it is operating at an argon flowrate (i) as a function of 
propellant utilization efficiency (vu). It should be noted that the 
argon flowrate sought is the true flowrate, i.e. the one that accounts 
for neutral atom backflow from the vacuum system through the ion 
optics system. Once the plasma ion energy cost/utilization efficiency 
2 
data are obtained, they will be used in a non-linear, least-squares 
computer program to find values of the parameters e P  (the baseline 
plasma ion energy cost) and Go (the primary electron utilization 
factor) that assure the best fit of the data to the equation 
* 
The primary electron utilization factor, which appears in this 
equation, is a parameter that describes the probability that primary 
electrons coming from the cathode will have an inelastic (excitation 
or ionization) collision before it reaches an anode surface and is 
lost. The baseline plasma ion energy cost is the average energy 
required to produce a ion in the discharge chamber when the neutral 
atom density is sufficiently high so that all primary electrons have 
inelastic collisions before they can reach the anode. Ideally, the 
baseline plasma ion energy cost is determined by the propellant, the 
discharge voltage and the potential from which electrons are drawn 
into the discharge chamber (cathode potential for a filament cathode 
or internal plasma potential for a hollow cathode). This ideal 
situation is realized, however, only if the production rate for all of 
the ions can be measured. In the apparatus used in these tests an 
effort has been made to minimize the discharge chamber ion production 
current that cannot be measured, but there are ions that are lost to 
anode and cathode surfaces that do escape measurement. Thus, 
increases in the baseline plasma ion energy cost that cannot be 
related to changes in discharge voltage, propellant, or electron 
source potential are assumed to reflect an increase in the rate at 
which discharge chamber plasma ions are escaping measurement. 
3 
Generally, such increases are induced by ions reaching either the 
hollow cathode or the ring cusp anode because the areas of other 
cathode and anode surfaces exposed to the plasma are sufficiently 
small so losses to them should be negligible. 
The complete performance model proposed by Brophy also requires 
determination of the fraction of the ions produced in the discharge 
chamber that are extracted from the discharge chamber into the ion 
beam (fB) and this quantity can be computed directly using measured 
ion currents. Once the three parameters describing a discharge 
and f ) have been determined from experimental data chamber ( e P ,  
obtained at a discharge voltage V the discharge chamber performance 
[ the  beam ion energy cost ( E  ) vs. propellant utilization efficiency 
(vu) plot] can be computed using 
* 
Co B 
D’ 
B 
The advantage of presenting data in terms of the discharge chamber 
model reviewed in the above paragraphs is that one can generally 
identify specific reasons why hardware changes induce changes in the 
discharge chamber performance. For example, one can determine if a 
detrimental change causes performance to degrade because of increased 
losses of primary electrons to the anode (a decrease in the value of 
C,), increased losses of ions to the hollow cathode (an increase in 
the value of r ) or increased losses of ions to some other discharge 
chamber surface (a decrease in the value of f ) .  Further, because the 
ion loss currents to all surfaces but those of the anode and cathode 
* 
P 
B 
4 
are measured, the specific surface(s) to which the ion losses are 
occurring is (are) also known. 
The effects that induce changes in C and fB mentioned in the 
preceeding paragraph have been demonstrated by Brophy, but his tests 
did not involve use of a hollow cathode so some discussion of the 
suggestion that increases in the value of the baseline plasma ion 
energy cost (eP) reflect increased ion losses to a hollow is 
considered desirable. In Brophy’s work the value of ( e  ) was found to 
be determined by the propellant being used and the discharge voltage, 
and these two variables were held constant it was found that (eP) 
did not change. There were, however, ions that were produced and then 
lost to anode and cathode surfaces in Brophy’s apparatus and these ion 
currents could not be measured. The cost of producing these 
unmeasured ions appears in the data as an increase in the apparent 
cost of producing the ions that are measured, but in Brophy’s tests 
the area of the cathode and anode surfaces to which these unmeasured 
ion losses could occur was considered to be small compared to the area 
of surfaces to which ion currents could be measured. In some of the 
tests to be described the exposed anode area f rac t ion  is  probably 
similar to that in Brophy’s apparatus, but a hollow cathode was used 
in place of a filament cathode. This causes two changes that are 
important. First, power required to operate the cathode (i.e. ion 
production occurs upstream of the cathode orifice) and second, 
substantial ion production probably occurs in the high neutral density 
environment immediately downstream of the orifice plate and many of 
these ions are probably drawn back into the cathode. Theoretically, 
these losses could be accounted for by modeling the primary electron 
production and acceleration process in two steps and then using only 
0 
* 
cathode 
* 
P 
* if 
5 
the power associated with acceleration to compute plasma ion energy 
costs. Unfortunately, in the present experiments the potential 
difference associated with the production process cannot be defined 
reliably so it is not possible to separate these primary electron 
production and acceleration processes. Because the ion losses to the 
hollow cathode are typically significant and cannot be separated out 
they cause a general increase in the baseline plasma ion energy cost 
associated with the currents of ions that are measured. Changes in 
ion losses to the hollow cathode can therefore cause the value of ( E  ) 
to increase. When a discharge chamber is being operated at a constant 
discharge voltage on one propellant and the effective anode area on 
which ions are collected is  small as it should be in the t e s t s  being 
described here, changes in ( e P )  should reflect losses associated with 
the hollow cathode. 
* 
P 
* 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
UDstream Filament Cathode Thruster Confimrration 
The ring cusp ion source being used to study the effects of 
changes in the axial position and size of a refractory metal filament 
cathode located in the upstream end of the discharge chamber is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. It has a nominal interior diameter of 8 cm 
so this represents the maximum diameter of the beam that can be 
extracted from it. It is designed, however, to be a flexible research 
tool, so the lengths and diameters labeled in Fig. 1 can all be varied 
from one test to the next and the cathode can be moved axially during 
the conduct of a test by turning the lead screw shown. It should be 
noted that the ring cusp magnet and discharge chamber backplate are 
and Id) while the located relative to the screen grid (using 'r 
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7 
cathode and loop anode are located relative to the ring cusp (using Rc 
and la). The magnetic field in the ring cusp discharge chamber is 
created by placing a single 1.9 cm by 1 . 3  cm by 0.5 cm samarium cobalt 
magnet at the upstream end of the discharge chamber and by placing a 
row of similar magnets end-to-end around the inner circumference of 
the chamber wall. The magnets have a flux density of 0.27 Tesla at 
their surface, and they are arranged so that the outward facing 
surface of the ring magnet is opposite in polarity to that of the 
single upstream magnet. 
The filament cathode shown schematically in Fig. 1 has the 
configuration of a constant pitch helix having its axis coincident 
with the thruster centerline. It is made of 0 . 0 2 5  cm dia. tungsten 
wire and it has a major diameter dc. The total length of wire used to 
make this helix was kept constant so a large diameter coil might have 
only a single turn of wire while a small diameter coil would have many 
turns. The filament cathodes were heated to thermionic emission 
temperatures by passing currents of the order of 10 A a.c. through 
them. Under the action of the lead screw and yoke, the filament 
cathode be moved through axial positions from that of the ring 
cusp to one a few centimeters downstream of the backplate. Two anodes 
were used in conducting the tests; one (the loop anode) is a torroid 
with its axis coincident with that of the thruster, and the other 
anode (called the ring cusp electrode in Fig. 1 because it was biased 
at other than anode potential on some occasions) is located on the 
ring magnet surface. The ring cusp electrode was made of 0.025 cm 
thick stainless steel placed directly over the ring magnets but 
insulated electrically from them with a layer of flexible mica. It 
was held in place magnetically by small (-2 mm by 1 cm by 0.12 mm 
could 
8 
thick) pieces of mild steel spot welded to the surface of the 
stainless steel strip and located between the surfaces of the 
electrode and magnet. The loop anode, which was made of copper, was 
fixed at an axial location 1 . 7  cm downstream of the ring cusp magnet 
and its 
course of 
wired so 
potential 
diameter was changed between 4.1 cm and 4.9 cm in the 
conducting the tests. The ring cusp and loop anodes were 
either or both of these surface could be switched to anode 
(d,) 
- 
while the ion source was operating. 
The dished high perveance grid set used in the study had a cold 
spacing of 0.85 mm; the accel and screen grid holes were 1.5 mm and 
1.9 mm in diameter, respectively, and the hole-to-hole spacing was 
2 . 2  mm. Constant screen and accel grid voltages of 7 5 0  V and - 2 5 0  V, 
respectively, were maintained for all tests. A 46 cm dia. b e l l  jar 
diffusion pumped to a baseline pressure in the low 10 Torr range 
provided the testing environment. Typical background operating 
pressures corrected for the ionization pressure gauge sensitivity to 
the argon propellant being used were in the mid to low 10 Torr 
range. All discharge chamber neutral density data and mass flowrate 
measurements were corrected for  propellant back flow through the grids 
at the prevailing background pressure. This back flowrate was 
computed as the free-molecular flowrate of argon through a sharp-edged 
orifice having an area equal to the open area of the accel grid driven 
by the prevailing vacuum bell jar argon pressure. The thermal 
velocity assigned to the argon atoms in the vacuum bell jar was based 
on the assumption that they had come into equilibrium with bell jar 
surfaces at an assumed temperature of 300 K. 
- 6  
-4 
Figure 2 is an electrical schematic diagram that shows where 
voltage and current measurements were made and how power supplies were 
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10 
connected for all of the tests conducted using the filament cathode. 
As the figure suggests, a refractory metal filament neutralizer placed 
directly across the ion beam was used to accomplish ion beam 
neutralization. The bias power supply shown in Fig. 2 was used to 
bias the discharge chamber walls and screen grid negative of the 
cathode so electrons would be repelled from these surfaces and the ion 
currents to them (Jw and Js) could be measured. The thruster shown in 
Fig. 2 was also wired so the electrode on the surface of the ring 
magnet could be connected to the bias supply when it was not being 
used as an anode so the ion current being drawn to it (JR) could be 
measured. When this electrode was to be used as an anode the wire 
connected to it was switched to the positive terminal of the discharge 
power supply. The sum of all of the ion currents drawn to the bias 
power supply plus the beam current is the measured total ion 
production rate (J ) and it differs from the true ion production rate 
only to the extent that ions produced in the chamber escape 
measurement by going to anode and cathode surfaces. 
P 
The basic procedure for tests Conducted using the upstream 
filament cathode began by establishing an argon flowrate of 500 mA eq, 
starting and then stabilizing the discharge at a discharge voltage 
(VD) of 50 V. When operation was stable, the discharge current (JD) 
was varied in increments over a range from 0.2 to 1.5 A. At each 
discharge current condition, the beam current (J ) and ion currents 
going to the walls, screen grid and if appropriate the ring cusp 
surface were measured by biasing the surface of interest 30 V below 
cathode potential to repel all electrons approaching it so the true 
ion current to it would be measured. After the data had been recorded 
at a given argon flowrate and anode configuration ( l o o p ,  ring cusp or 
B 
11 
both) another flowrate and/or anode configuration was set and the data 
collection process was repeated. When the flow conditions of interest 
had all been investigated the filament position was changed; similar 
data were collected at each filament cathode position. After the 
entire range of positions had been investigated (i.e. Rc had been 
varied through the range 0 cm to 2 . 5  cm), the source was removed from 
the chamber, a cathode filament having a different major diameter was 
installed and data collection at the axial cathode positions and argon 
flowrates of interest were repeated. Tests were conducted using 
helical cathodes with major diameters (dc) of 0 . 2 ,  0 .5 ,  1.4, 2.3 ,  and 
3 . 2  cm. It is noted that early tests showed that the discharge could 
not be sustained with a 50 V anode voltage when the loop anode was 
used alone so essentially no data were collected using this anode 
configuration with the upstream filament cathode. The effects of 
changing between the anode configurations at which operation could be 
sustained were investigated using a filament cathode with a diameter 
(d,) of 0 . 2  cm located 2.5 cm upstream of the ring cusp (Ic = 2.5 cm). 
Hollow Cathode Thruster Confieuration 
Although several ring cusp magnetic field configurations were 
investigated in the course of studying the effect of the hollow 
cathode on the performance of the 8 cm dia. ring cusp ion source only 
the one shown in Fig. 3 produced data that are considered of interest. 
For example, some tests were conducted using a magnet located around 
the hollow cathode on the backplate, but this magnet induced such high 
magnetic fields at the hollow cathode (-500 gauss) that keeper 
voltages of about 50 V were required to sustain significant keeper 
currents. The ring magnet, formed using samarium cobalt magnets 
12  
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6 
arranged end-to-end in the same way as the one used in the filament 
cathode test, was located a distance 1 (generally about 7.5 cm) 
upstream of the screen grid. For the hollow cathode tests the lead 
screw apparatus was modified so it could be used to move the 5 . 2  cm 
dia. copper loop anode shown in Fig. 3 from positions just upstream of 
the ring cusp to ones approximately 1.5 cm downstream of it. As in 
r 
the case of the filament cathode described previously the ring cusp 
electrode was designed so it could serve either as an anode or a 
surface to which an ion loss current could be measured. 
The 0.64 cm dia. hollow cathode used in the tests (a tantalum tube 
welded to a thoriated tungsten orifice plate with a 0.7 mm dia. 
orifice in it) is shown in Fig. 4. The cathode was mounted in the 
boron nitride sleeve/plate assembly, shown in this figure, so it could 
be moved axially from test to test and yet be insulated from the 
discharge chamber walls, which were biased relative to the cathode to 
facilitate ion current measurement. This boron nitride assembly was 
sufficiently leak tight so propellant leakage past it and into the 
vacuum chamber was negligible. The hollow cathode utilized a rolled 
tantalum foil insert treated with Chemical R 500 and it was heated to 
* 
thermionic emission temperatures by the swaged heater shown in Fig. 4 .  
Measured propellant flows were fed into the discharge chamber through 
both the hollow cathode and chamber wall port shown in Fig. 3 .  A 
torroidal keeper electrode, which was needed in some tests to sustain 
the discharge, was supported from the boron nitride mounting plate in 
such a way that it was insulated from both the hollow cathode and the 
discharge chamber walls. The keeper had a 0.32 cm inner diameter and 
*Chemical R-500 is a double carbonate (BaCO,, SrCO,) mixture that has 
been manufactured by the J. R. Baker Chemical Co., Phillipsburg, NJ, 
but is no longer made. 
14 
J a a I- a 
was positioned 1 mm downstream of the hollow cathode orifice plate. 
The grid system and vacuum facility used to conduct tests with the 
hollow cathode were the same as those used to conduct tests with the 
upstream filament cathode. 
Figure 5 is an electrical schematic showing where voltage and 
current measurements are made and how power supplies were connected to 
the discharge chamber and the hollow cathode for these tests. This 
schematic is similar to the one used for the filament cathode study 
except for the inclusion of the keeper power supply. For some tests 
this power supply was turned off and the keeper was allowed to float 
so the effect of the keeper discharge on discharge chamber performance 
could be studied. 
This study also included an investigation of the performance- 
related effects induced by changing the relative locations of the ring 
cusp magnet and cathode and by changing the magnetic flux density 
level in the chamber. Generally, the ring magnet (composed of 1.9 by 
1.3 by 0.5 cm elements) was moved to change relative positions of the 
cathode and ring magnet although the cathode was moved in some tests. 
The magnetic flux density was changed for one test only by 
substituting a ring composed of small magnet elements (1.2 by 0.6 by 
0.5 cm) for the standard ring of larger ones. The small magnet 
elements produced the same flux density (0.27 Tesla) at their surfaces 
as the large one did, but because they were smaller in size they 
induced lower flux density levels throughout the discharge chamber. 
The basic procedure used to test the hollow cathode thruster was 
to establish a 500 mA eq (Ar) total flowrate (i.e. the sum of the 
flowrates associated with the hollow cathode, discharge chamber body 
and grid backflow) and start the discharge by applying a voltage to 
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the keeper and loop anode. Frequently, electrons were backstreamed 
from the neutralizer by applying a high voltage to the discharge 
chamber to facilitate discharge ignition. The discharge was then 
allowed to stabilize at the desired discharge voltage (V ) which w a s  
generally 50 V. 
D 
It is noted at this point that the hollow cathode thruster 
operated differently than the filament cathode thrusters. In the 
downstream filament cathode thruster , movement of the loop anode onto 
field lines located successively further from the thruster centerline 
caused the performance of a discharge chamber, operating at a fixed 
discharge voltage and relatively constant discharge current, to 
improve until the point was reached where the discharge went out. 
With the upstream filament, thruster operation could not be sustained 
when the loop anode was being used alone so the effect of loop anode 
position on discharge chamber operation in this case is unknown. In 
the hollow cathode thruster operating at a fixed discharge current and 
cathode flowrate condition, the discharge voltage would increase as 
the loop anode was moved onto field lines located successively further 
from the thruster centerline, but the discharge would not go out as it 
did with the downstream filament cathode. When the thruster was 
operating using a downstream filament cathode the discharge voltage 
remained constant as discharge current and propellant flowrate were 
changed but this was not the case with the hollow cathode thruster. 
In this case the discharge voltage could be changed by adjusting the 
discharge current, the cathode flowrate or the axial position of the 
loop anode (la). Hence, operation at fixed discharge voltage and 
cathode flowrate conditions could be achieved by adjusting the loop 
anode position to control discharge voltage as discharge current was 
changed. 
18 
When the keeper was used in the hollow cathode discharge chamber 
tests the current to it was generally set at 0.3 A .  Discharge 
currents (JD) were varied through the range from 0.1 to 1.5 A ,  and at 
each discharge current condition the discharge voltage (V,), keeper 
current ( J k ) ,  keeper voltage (V ) ,  beam current (J ) and ion current k B 
to various surfaces (screen (J ) ,  chamber walls (Jw) and ring cusp 
(JR)) were measured using procedures like those described for the 
upstream filament cathode tests. The measured ion production current 
(Jp) was determined by summing the ion current to these surfaces with 
the beam current. After the data of interest had been collected a new 
argon flowrate through the hollow cathode could be established and the 
data collection process could be repeated although all data presented 
here were collected at one cathode flowrate (95 mA eq). The data were 
generally collected at a discharge voltage of -50 V so they could be 
compared to data collected using the upstream filament cathode and to 
data collected by Hiatt using the downstream filament cathode. 
S 
Data collected using either the filament or hollow cathode 
discharge chambers were converted into plasma ion energy costs (eP) 
and extracted ion fractions (f ) using the following equations. B 
(J -J ) VD + Jk Vk D P  
I 
€P JP 
JB fg = - 
JP 
( 3 )  
( 4 )  
If the keeper was either floating or not present during a test, as in 
the cases where a filament cathode was used, the keeper power term in 
Eq. 3 was obviously zero and the equation reduced to the same equation 
as The neutral density parameter 
[&(l-q ) ] ,  which is proportional to discharge chamber neutral atom 
density, is also used in presenting the data that describe discharge 
chamber performance. This parameter is determined by subtracting the 
beam current (JB) from the total propellant flowrate ( A ) .  
the one used by Hiatt' and Brophy.2 
U 
RESULTS 
The standard of comparison for data obtained using the 8 cm dia. 
ring cusp discharge chamber equipped with filament and hollow cathodes 
located upstream of the ring cusp are the data obtained by Hiatt.' He 
optimized the performance of the same basic thruster used in these 
tests using a downstream filament cathode and loop anode by moving the 
loop anode toward the grids until the discharge was on the verge of 
going out. This resulted in the plasma ion energy cost vs. neutral 
density parameter data represented by the circular symbols and the 
solid line in Fig. 6 .  These data were collected whi1.e the discharge 
chamber was operating at a 50 V discharge voltage on argon with the 
chamber configured as indicated by 'the dimensions listed in the 
legend. Also shown in this figure are data (represented by the 
square symbols and the dashed line) collected when the ring cusp anode 
was used in place of the loop anode. The values of the parameters 
listed by each curve have been obtained using Eqs. 3 and 4 and by 
performing a least squares curve fit of the data points shown to Eq. 
1. It should be noted that the major difference in the performance 
associated with these two anode configurations is reflected in the 
difference in their associated primary electron utilization factors 
(C,). The fact that the value of this parameter is substantially 
lower for the ring cusp anode thruster indicates that its anode is 
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collecting a larger fraction of the primary electrons that could be 
producing ions than is the anode of the optimized loop anode thruster. 
Filament Cathode Located UDstream of the R i n g  CUSP 
When the filament cathode was moved from the locations downstream 
of the ring cusp used by Hiatt to ones upstream of it, the discharge 
could generally not be sustained using only the loop anode configured 
as shown in Fig. 1. This is unfortunate because it indicates 
operation using the ring cusp anode is required and the data of Fig. 6 
suggest that a substantial degradation in performance can be expected 
when the ring cusp anode is used in place of the loop anode. Figure 7 
compares plasma ion energy cost/neutral density parameter data 
obtained with the upstream and downstream filaments operating with the 
ring cusp anode and they are seen to be almost identical. Because the 
curve fit parameters Co and E for these two cases agree quite well it 
can be said that moving the filament cathode upstream did not cause 
the characteristics associated with primary electron utilization or 
ion losses to anode and cathode surfaces to change significantly. The 
fact that fB, the extracted ion fraction, is substantially higher when 
the filament is downstream (0 .45  compared to 0.20 for the upstream 
filament) does indicate, however, that ions are extracted into the 
beam much more readily when the filament cathode is downstream close 
to the grids. 
* 
P 
The magnetic field environment in which the effects illustrated in 
Figs. 6 and 7 were observed is shown in Fig. 8. With the filament 
cathode located 2 cm downstream of the cusp, the iron filings map 
(Fig. 8a) and the centerline flux density profile (Fig. 8b) both 
suggest it would be in a region where the flux densi%y drops off 
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continuously toward the grids. This suggests primary electrons would 
diffuse readily toward and have direct access to the region adjacent 
to the grids where they should produce ions that would have a high 
probability of being extracted through the grids. With the filament 
cathode located upstream of the cusp, on the other hand, electrons 
from the cathode would have to pass through at least one region in 
which the magnitude of the magnetic flux density peaked in order to 
reach the region adjacent to the grids. As a result these electrons 
might be expected to produce ions further from the grids and this 
could explain in part at least why the extracted ion fraction is so 
much lower for the upstream filament (0.20 compared to 0.45 for the 
downstream filament). 
The fact that the discharge could not be sustained by the 
downstream loop anode when the filament was upstream is also 
considered significant. This result suggests that electrons were 
generally not scattered onto field lines that enabled significant 
numbers of them to reach the loop anode as they diffused the 
cusp region. On the other hand, significant numbers could apparently 
reach an anode on the cusp surface as they expanded past the axial 
location of the cusp toward the grids. It should a lso  be noted that 
three, small, anode potential wires supporting the loop anode extended 
through the cusp region when the downstream filament was being used, 
but these wires were not present when the upstream filament used 
(see Fig. 1). It may be that these wires served a keeper-like 
function and helped sustain the discharge to the loop anode when the 
downstream cathode was being used. 
through 
was 
* 
The fact that the values of e p  and Co given in Fig. 7 are 
unchanged within the limits of accuracy of the experiment essentially 
25 
when the filament cathode is moved between the downstream to the 
upstream locations suggests that primary electron and ion losses to 
the ring cusp anode are probably the same whether the filament cathode 
is located upstream or downstream of the ring cusp. 
Effects of Filament Cathode Diameter and UDstream Axial Position 
While the results of Fig. 7 suggest movement of the filament 
cathode upstream of the cusp location is undesirable, these results 
are not conclusive. It may be possible to induce improvements in 
thruster performance with the upstream cathode by optimizing its 
diameter and axial location. In order to determine the optimal 
diameter and axial location of an upstream filament cathode a 
systematic study of the effects induced by changing these parameters 
was undertaken. 
The effects of reducing the filament cathode diameter from 3 . 2  to 
0.2 cm on plasma ion energy costs when it is located 2.0 cm upstream 
of the ring cusp are illustrated by the data of Fig. 9. The actual 
diameters tested are listed in the- legend along with their 
corresponding symbols. These data show that reducing the major 
diameter of an upstream, torroidal filament cathode induces no 
P significant changes 
or the primary electron utilization factor Co. This result is 
significant because changing the cathode diameter changes the magnetic 
field line surface of revolution onto which primary electrons are 
released into the discharge. The fact that Co did not change with 
filament cathode major diameter indicates that changing the magnetic 
field line onto which primary electrons are released from the filament 
* in either the baseline plasma ion energy cost r 
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does not affect the rate at which they are collected at an anode on 
the ring cusp surface. 
When the filament cathode was moved to a different axial location 
(Rc - 0.7 cm) and the experiment was repeated the plasma ion energy 
cost data again fell along a cuwe characterized by common of 
E and Co. The two curves generated using filament cathodes located 
0.7 and 2.0 cm upstream of the ring cusp along with their associated 
values of E The slightly lower value of 
Co associated with the 1 - 0.7 cm suggests slightly poorer primary 
electron utilization in this case, but i”t is probably not significant 
because the change in C falls within the limits of accuracy for the 
test. 
values 
* 
P 
* 
and Co are shown in Fig. 10. P 
C 
0 
The final parameter needed to describe the performance of a 
discharge chamber is the extracted ion fraction (fB). The changes 
induced in this parameter by changes in the filament cathode diameter 
and axial location are shown in Fig. 11. These data, which were 
collected at the same time as those in Figs. 9 and 10, show a very 
dramatic effect that induces substantial changes in beam ion energy 
costs, namely that reducing the cathode major diameter from 3 . 2  to 
0.2 cm causes the fraction of ions produced that are extracted into 
the beam to increase by about a factor of three. more 
modest improvement in fB is also generally induced by moving the 
cathode closer to the axial location of the ring cusp but this 
improvement disappears when the cathode diameter is small. It is 
noted that each data point in Fig. 11 actually represents an extracted 
ion fraction averaged over the range of neutral densities investigated 
with a particular cathode diameter and axial location, but the 
standard deviation associated with each data point was small. 
An additional, 
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Because ion extraction is probably enhanced when the ions are 
produced closer to the grids, it is suggested that the improved ion 
extraction induced by reducing the filament cathode diameter and 
locating it closer to the cusp location probably occurs because 
electrons released as far downstream and as close to the thruster 
centerline as possible are better able to induce ionization close to 
the grids. 
The best performance data measured using the upstream filament 
cathode are compared to data collected using the downstream filament 
cathode in Fig. 12 for the case where the ring cusp anode was being 
used. It is considered particularly noteworthy that the primary 
electron utilization and baseline plasma ion energy cost parameters 
associated with the small diameter filament located upstream of the 
ring cusp anode are essentially identical to those measured with the 
downstream filament cathode. Because of this agreement it can be 
argued that it is the use of the ring cusp anode rather than any 
change in cathode position that causes degradation of the primary 
electron utilization factor from the optimum value (Co = 18.9[A eq] 
measured using the optimized loop anode and reported in Fig. 6 .  When 
the filament was located upstream of the ring cusp it was not possible 
to sustain a discharge using the loop anode, so it can be stated that 
use of the upstream filament forced operation under poor electron 
utilization conditions. It could be, however, that small, anode 
potential wires extending through the cusp region would facilitate 
operation with the loop anode alone and presumably this induce 
more efficient operation. 
would 
Although the size and location of the filament cathode can be 
adjusted to maximize the extracted ion fraction the data of Fig. 12 
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show that even when this is done the maximum extracted ion fraction is 
still considerably smaller (fB = 0.30) than the value realized with 
the filament downstream of the ring cusp (f - 0 . 4 5 ) .  Finally it is 
noted that the optimized upstream filament cathode is the one having 
the smallest diameter. Since the hollow cathode is also simply a 
small diameter electron source one might expect it to yield the same 
primary electron utilization and extracted ion fraction parameters as 
those associated with the upstream filament cathode (i.e. for the 
circular symbol/dashed line case in Fig. 12). 
Co and f generally describe the - Although the parameters E 
performance of discharge chambers adequately, they are not as familiar 
as the traditional beam ion energy cost/propellant utilization 
efficiency plot. Figure 13 shows typical examples of these more 
familiar performance plots measured using upstream filament cathodes 
having different diameters and axial locations and operating with the 
ring cusp anode. These curves, obtained at a flowrate of 200 mA eq 
(Ar) show how the performance of the discharge chamber improves as the 
diameter of the upstream filament cathode decreases thereby showing 
that a small diameter source (like a hollow cathode) should give the 
best performance of any upstream cathode. The fact that high 
propellant utilizations were not achieved in the data of Fig. 13 
reflects the fact that discharge currents were limited in these tests 
because the ring cusp anode would overheat and short to the ring 
magnet surface if too much current was drawn to it. 
B 
* 
P’ B 
Anode Confieuration Effects 
Early tests had shown that the discharge could not be sustained 
using the loop anode alone when the filament cathode was located 
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upstream of the cusp plane. It was considered possible, however, that 
the use of both ring and downstream loop anodes might induce an 
improvement in discharge chamber performance. A typical comparison of 
discharge chamber performance parameters measured with the upstream 
filament cathode and various combinations of loop and ring cusp anodes 
are shown in Fig. 14. The curves presented in this figure are based 
on data collected using a 0.2 cm dia. cathode positioned 2.5 cm 
upstream of the ring cusp. The dimensions listed in the legend 
correspond to variables defined in Fig. 1. Only the least square 
curve fits of the data collected are shown because the data tended to 
lie on top of each other. The curves and associated parameters 
presented in Fig. 14 suggest that adding a loop anode probably does 
not affect discharge chamber performance substantially. All of the 
parameters cited by each curve agree within the limits of experimental 
error. This suggests that the ring cusp anode controls discharge 
chamber performance when it is present; this observation is consistent 
with results obtained by Hiatt. 1 
Hollow C a t h o d e  Located UDstream of the R i n g  - CusD 
When the upstream filament cathode was replaced by a hollow 
cathode it was found that the discharge could be sustained the 
downstream loop anode alone (i.e. it was no longer necessary to keep 
the surface of the ring cusp at anode potential in order to keep the 
discharge going). Plots comparing the performance changes induced in 
the discharge chamber equipped with an upstream hollow cathode by 
changing a ring cusp anode to a downstream loop anode are shown 
in Fig. 15. These data were obtained at the conditions listed in the 
legend, but the trends they reveal were observed at other conditions 
using 
from 
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and a re  considered typ ica l .  I t  should be noted t h a t  the discharge 
voltage could not be held constant a s  discharge current  w a s  var ied 
when the cathode flowrate (& ) w a s  f ixed and the r ing  cusp anode was 
being used, but  it did remain within a few vo l t s  of the desired 50 V 
value i n  these t e s t s .  On the other hand, the discharge voltage could 
be held constant by adjust ing the ax ia l  posi t ion of the loop  anode 
when it w a s  being used. 
C 
The data  of Fig. 15  show primary e lec t ron  confinement i s  s imi la r  
f o r  the two anode configurations ( s imi la r  values of C ) .  A comparison 
of basel ine plasma ion energy cos ts  shows t h i s  parameter is  -50% 
higher f o r  the r ing  cusp anode configuration. This ind ica tes  ions a re  
being lost t o  e i t h e r  the r ing  cusp anode o r  the hollow cathode a t  a 
much higher r a t e  when the r ing  cusp anode i s  being used. Notice, 
however, t h a t  the extracted ion f r ac t ion  ( f  ) is  a l s o  -50% higher when 
the r i n g  cusp anode i s  being used. Taken together these r e s u l t s  
suggest a f a c t  t h a t  w a s  confirmed by a de ta i l ed  balance of ion 
cur ren ts  going t o  the discharge chamber surfaces;  t h a t  the f r ac t ion  of 
the t o t a l  ion production current  going t o  the surface of  the r ing  cusp 
was the same i n  both cases.  When the r ing  cusp anode w a s  being used 
t h i s  loss  w a s  r e f l ec t ed  a s  an increase i n  the basel ine plasma ion 
energy cos t  because t h i s  ion current  could not be measured. When the 
loop anode w a s  being used it w a s  measured, however, and i t  was 
therefore  r e f l ec t ed  as  a decrease i n  the extracted ion f r ac t ion .  This 
r e s u l t  w a s  a l so  r e f l ec t ed  i n  the f a c t  t h a t  the energy cos t  of a beam 
ion a t  a given beam current  was the same f o r  both anode 
configurations.  
0 
B 
Once it had been determined tha t  a discharge could be sustained 
between a hollow cathode and the downstream loop anode a l l  t e s t s  were 
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conducted using this anode rather than the ring cusp one. This was 
done for two reasons: 1) precise discharge voltage control could be 
maintained at any propellant flow condition while the thruster was 
operating by adjusting the axial position of the loop anode, and 
2) the likelihood of achieving good discharge chamber performance was, 
based on Hiatt’s observations, considered to be greater when the loop 
anode was being used. 
It is interesting to speculate about why operation could be 
sustained between a loop anode and an upstream hollow cathode when it 
could not be sustained between an upstream filament cathode, having an 
electron emission zone similar to that of the hollow cathode orifice. 
Why do these two electron sources behave differently? The answer is 
probably related to the fact that there were three anode potential 
wires that extended through the cusp region when the hollow cathode 
was being tested (Fig. 3 )  that were not present during the upstream 
filament tests (Fig. 1). It is also possible that more ions are 
produced adjacent to the hollow cathode orifice than are produced 
adjacent to the filament surface. It seems reasonable to suggest that 
higher ion (and therefore plasma) and neutral atom densities would 
facilitate electron diffusion across magnetic field lines thereby 
increasing the effective size of the primary electron source beyond 
that of the cathode orifice. Tests conducted using filament cathodes 
of various diameters did not, however, suggest that larger diameter 
filament cathodes could sustain a discharge to the loop anode. 
E f f e c t s  of Magnetic F i e l d  Chanees 
The fact that baseline plasma ion energy costs increased when the 
hollow cathode was substituted for the small diameter filament cathode 
39 
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located upstream of the ring cusp can be seen by comparing typical 
data like those in Figs. 12 and 15. This result was expected because 
it was recognized that some discharge power would be required to 
sustain the hollow cathode discharge and that ion losses from the 
discharge plasma to the hollow cathode surface would probably be 
greater than those to the filament cathode. This latter point was 
also postulated on the basis that ions produced adjacent to the hollow 
cathode should cause a high density plasma plume, extending from the 
cathode orifice, to form. It is suggested that the surface of this 
plume could be relatively large and that substantial numbers of ions 
could be drawn across it from the discharge plasma to an eventual fate 
of recombination on the hollow cathode surface. 
It was also postulated that the strength of the magnetic field 
environment at the hollow cathode and in the region between it and the 
prime ion production region adjacent to the grids would influence 
where ions were being produced and the difficulty they would encounter 
in reaching the grids. With this in mind, a study of the effects of 
changes in the magnetic flux density in the region along the thruster 
centerline from the hollow cathode to the grids was conducted. 
Specifically, the effects of changing the position of the maximum 
centerline magnetic flux density relative to the position of the 
hollow cathode orifice and changing the magnitudes of the magnetic 
flux densities in the discharge chamber were investigated. 
Tests conducted with filament cathodes generally utilized a ring 
magnet located 3 . 7  to 4 .5  cm upstream of the screen grid and a 
backplate magnet to produce the desired magnetic field. Attempts to 
use a hollow cathode in this magnetic field environment, however, 
resulted in high keeper voltages (as great as 50 V) and high 
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accelerator grid impingement currents at modest beam currents 
(< 100 m A ) .  This high impingement current is taken as an indication 
that the discharge plasma was confined to a region that had a small 
diameter at the grids and that this caused the perveance limit of the 
the grids to be reached near their centerline at modest beam current 
levels. The high keeper voltage problem was relieved by removing the 
backplate magnet and the high impingement current problem was relieved 
by moving the ring magnet upstream of the locations used in conducting 
the filament cathode tests. Figure 16a shows axial magnetic flux 
density profiles measured along the thruster centerline when the ring 
magnet was positioned at the locations where most hollow cathode tests 
were conducted (6.5 and 7.5 cm upstream of the grids). Also shown in 
Fig. 16a is the cathode orifice plate which was located slightly up- 
stream of the peak flux density point when the magnet ring was 6.5 crn 
upstream of the grids and downstream of this peak when the magnet was 
at the 7.5 cm position. Figure 16b shows how changing from the 
generally used large ring cusp magnet elements (1.9 x 1.3 x 0 . 5  cm) to 
small ones (1 .2 x 0.6 x 0.5 cm) reduced the centerline magnetic flux 
density profiles. 
When the ring magnet was moved from 6.5 to 7.5 cm upstream of the 
grids the changes in discharge chamber performance shown by the data 
in Fig. 17 were measured. For these tests a keeper was used at a 
current (J ) of 0.3 A and this produced a keeper voltage (V,) of about 
25 V and the plasma ion energy cost data given in Fig. 17 reflect the 
inclusion of this power. Although the performance parameters are not 
changed substantially by this change in ring magnet position, the 
baseline plasma ion energy cost does decrease somewhat as the magnet 
is moved so the cathode orifice is downstream of the maximum flux 
k 
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density point. This suggests that ions produced near the cathode may 
find it increasingly difficult to escape recombination on the cathode 
surface as the number of regions of high flux density (i.e. regions of 
converging flux lines) they must pass through to reach the grids 
increases. One would also expect these ions would find it 
increasingly difficult to reach the grids as the magnitudes of the 
magnetic flux density peaks increased. 
When the small magnets were used in place of the large ones and 
the peak magnetic flux densities dropped to the levels indicated by 
the solid line in Fig. 16b the performance changes shown in Fig. 18 
were observed. Again this change did not cause dramatic changes in 
the discharge chamber performance parameters but both the decrease in 
baseline plasma ion energy cost and the increase in extracted ion 
fraction that seem to occur when the small magnets are used suggest 
ions may be able to escape from the region near the hollow cathode 
more readily when flux densities are lowered. The smaller value of 
the primary electron utilization factor associated with the small 
magnets suggests these electrons are also able to migrate to the loop 
anode more easily in the lower magnetic flux density environment. 
Effects of Cathode Flowrate 
It has already been suggested that a hollow cathode electron 
source behaves differently than a filament source even when both 
sources are essentially the same size because of the availability of 
larger numbers of ions adjacent to the hollow cathode. It could also 
be that a high neutral density adjacent to an electron source (as in 
the hollow cathode) would result in inordinate numbers of electron 
collisions during the acceleration process that resulted in excitation 
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rather than ionization and that this would reduce the ionization 
efficiency of the electrons. One could argue based on these 
postulated effects that an increase in hollow cathode flowrate could 
alter discharge chamber performance because it would increase the ion 
production rate near the cathode or reduce ion production throughout 
the rest of the discharge chamber. This effect was studied and 
typical results showing what occurred when the hollow cathode flowrate 
was reduced from 143 mA eq to 95 mA eq are shown in Fig. 19. The 
small reduction in baseline plasma ion energy cost and the more 
substantial increase in extracted ion fraction are consistent with the 
model of ion production adjacent to hollow cathodes that has been 
postulated. The changes in these parameters are, however, within the 
limits of experimental error so it was necessary to change the cathode 
flowrates over a larger range in order to determine if the trend was 
significant. It would be desirable to reduce cathode flowrates below 
95 mA eq. to conduct the study because this would be expected to 
change the discharge parameters favorably. Unfortunately, the cathode 
flowrate could not be reduced below this value or the cathode would go 
out. The effects of increasing cathode flowrate on the extracted ion 
fraction and the baseline plasma ion energy cost are shown in Fig. 20. 
These curves show that the trends toward decreased baseline plasma ion 
energy costs and increased extracted ion fractions with decreases in 
cathode flowrate suggested by the data of Fig. 19 are observed over a 
wide flowrate range. These results seem to support the postulate that 
increases in cathode flowrate result in increased ion production near 
the hollow cathode and that ions created adjacent to the cathode tend 
to be lost to the cathode (increasing e ) and to other discharge 
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chamber surfaces (decreasing fB) rather than being extracted into 
beam. 
the 
The Influence of the KeeDer on Discharge Chamber Performance 
In typical space applications of ion thrusters it is undesirable 
to use a keeper because it adds to system complexity. In order to 
determine the effect a keeper typically has on discharge chamber 
performance a test was conducted in which a discharge chamber was 
operated first with the keeper collecting a current (J - 0.3 A )  and 
then with it floating (Jk - 0). The results of this test are shown in 
Fig. 21 and they indicate the only discharge chamber performance 
parameter affected significantly by changes in keeper power is the 
baseline plasma ion energy cost. For the particular operating 
conditions investigated here use of the keeper caused this parameter 
to increase by about 17 eV/plasma ion. 
k 
CONcTlJSIONS 
The best discharge chamber performance is realized in the 8 cm 
ring cusp discharge chamber being used in these tests when a filament 
cathode located downstream of the magnetic ring cusp is used in 
conjunction with a loop anode. Test results obtained confirm results 
obtained by Hiatt which showed that peak performance was achieved when 
the anode contacted the surface of revolution of the magnetic field 
line that intersected the outermost ring of holes in the screen grid. 
Results also confirmed Hiatt's postulate that the cathode should be 
emitting primary electrons onto the surface of revolution of a 
magnetic field line that was separated sufficiently from the virtual 
anode surface so the discharge was on the verge of going out. 
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When a filament cathode is moved upstream of the ring cusp magnet 
test results indicated a discharge to a loop anode could not be 
sustained so an anode located on the ring cusp surface is required 
with an upstream filament. Use of this anode causes discharge chamber 
losses to increase because primary electrons are lost to this anode 
too readily. The rate of primary electron loss to this anode is the 
same whether the filament cathode is located upstream or downstream of 
the ring cusp. When a hollow cathode is used in place of the upstream 
filament cathode a discharge can be sustained to a downstream loop 
anode but the rate at which primary electrons are lost to this anode 
are comparable to those that occur when the ring cusp anode is used 
with either upstream filament or hollow cathodes. When either 
filament or hollow cathodes are used as electron sources upstream of 
the ring cusp magnet the discharge chamber performance is also 
degraded. It is suggested that this may occur because a substantial 
fraction of the ions produced upstream of the cusp are lost to the 
cusp surface as they attempt to diffuse past it toward the grids. The 
filament cathode performs best when it has a small diameter and is 
located close to the axial location of the ring cusp because ion 
losses to the cusp are minimized. The best performance achieved with 
- 
c 
an upstream hollow cathode is essentially identical to that achieved 
with the best upstream filament cathode configuration. Hollow cathode 
discharge chamber performance is degraded by increasing either cathode 
flow or keeper power because these changes cause the baseline plasma 
ion energy costs to increase. Increases in cathode flowrate also 
cause detrimental decreases in the extracted ion fraction. 
Alterations in the magnetic field strength and configuration in the 
discharge chamber equipped with an upstream hollow cathode appear to 
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influence a l l  o f  the discharge chamber performance parameters. I t  i s  
therefore  probable t h a t  hollow cathode discharge chamber performance 
can be enhanced through proper magnetic f i e l d  design but  t h a t  design 
has not been iden t i f i ed  a t  t h i s  point  i n  the study. 
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MODIFIED SERT I1 ION THRUSTER OPERATION ON XENON 
INTRODUCTION 
A scientific exploration mission to the moon, which would employ 
two Space Electric Rocket Test I1 (SERT 11) type ion thrusters that 
would be deployed into Earth orbit in a Get-Away Special (GAS) 
canister, has been proposed. In order to accomplish this mission, 
however, it is necessary that the thrusters be modified so they can be 
operated on xenon propellant and so they can use the high perveance, 
dished grids that have been developed since the original SERT I1 
was frozen in the late 1960’s. In addition, a throttling 
scheme has been proposed that would allow the power to the thrusters 
to be reduced as the solar array output degrades during the mission 
without introducing any more control system complexity and hardware 
than is absolutely necessary into the system design. 
The control scheme that has been proposed is illustrated by the 
beam current and grid voltage profiles shown in Fig. 22.  As these 
plots suggest, it is anticipated that the thruster input power will 
decay from 1850 watts, which will be produced by the solar array at 
Beginning of Life (BOL), to a value that could be as low as -600 watts 
at the end of the mission. The scheme illustrated in Fig. 22 involves 
reducing the screen grid (beam) voltage to reduce beam power (and 
specific impulse and thrust) while holding the ion beam current as 
constant as possible. This would be accomplished by increasing the 
accelerator grid voltage as the screen grid voltage was decreased in 
the manner shown in the figure to keep the total accelerating voltage 
constant. This process would be continued until the net-to-total 
accelerating voltage ratio (R) decreased to the point where it could 
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begin to induce excessive ion beamlet divergence. A s  the lowest plot 
of Fig. 22 indicates, a value of 0.55 is the value of this limit being 
used at the present time. At thruster powers below about 1000 w, 
where this limit is encountered, it would be necessary to reduce the 
beam current by reducing discharge chamber power to accommodate 
further reductions in solar array output power. In this operating 
regime (R = 0.55) the grid voltages would be held constant at the 
values indicated in the figure. The propellant flowrate and distri- 
bution within the discharge chamber would, however, be held constant 
over the entire range of thruster powers identified in Fig. 22. 
In order to determine whether the SERT I1 thruster could be first 
modified and then operated efficiently at the beam current and voltage 
conditions suggested in Fig. 22, a SERT I1 thruster was modified and a 
test was conducted to measure its performance on xenon propellant over 
the proposed operating range. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 
These tests, which must be considered preliminary demonstrations 
of thruster capability, were conducted in a 1.2 m dia. by 5 m long 
vacuum chamber, which was being held at a pressure in the high 
They were carried out using a conventional SERT I1 Torr range. 
thruster4’ 
1. 
that had been modified in the following ways : 
The standard 0 . 3 2  cm dia. discharge chamber hollow cathode was 
replaced with a 0.64 cm dia. hollow cathode. The orifice plate of 
this cathode had a 0 . 7 4  mm dia. orifice in it and the cathode body 
contained a 2.5 cm long by 0.38 cm inside diameter, hollow, sintered 
tungsten, barium aluminate-impregnated insert. Care was taken to 
mount the cathode so propellant leakage from the discharge chamber 
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through seams between the cathode and the chamber body would be 
negligible compared to typical neutral propellant losses through the 
grids. 
2. Two separate propellant feed systems were installed so xenon 
could be supplied through the hollow cathode and the main flow plenum 
and so these flows could be controlled and measured independently. - 
3 .  The hollow cathode neutralizer was replaced by a temporary, 
refractory metal wire neutralizer that passed through the beam along a 
diameter about 3 cm downstream of the grids. This change was made 
because a suitable hollow cathode neutralizer and associated flow 
system were not available for the test. 
4. The low perveance, flat SERT I1 ion extraction grids were 
replaced with high perveance, downstream-dished grids that had 1.9 mm 
dia. screen holes and 1.3 mm dia. accel holes on 2.2 mm centers ( 6 8 %  
open area screen and 30% open area accel). The grid separation, which 
was 0 . 6  mm when the grids were cold, was maintained by isomica spacers 
that were clamped between the grids using paper clips. The grid set 
was made from 30 cm dia. grids that had been cut down and then masked 
so the diameter of the zone through which the beam could be extracted 
was 15 cm. This is larger than the 14 cm dia. used on the original 
SERT I1 screen grid. It is noted that this larger active beam 
diameter could have contributed to the baseline accelerator grid 
impingement currents which were typically of the order of 1% of the 
beam currents during the tests. This expectation is based on the 
observation that the outermost screen grid holes in this grid with the 
larger active extraction area should have been exposed to the low 
density plasma that is located adjacent to the anode pole piece of 
this thruster. 
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The tests were conducted by establishing stable thruster operation 
at a moderate beam current, a keeper current of 0.3 A, the desired 
flow distribution between the cathode and the main flow plenum ( 5 % ,  9% 
or 17% of the total 1000 mA eq xenon total flowrate through the 
S 
cathode) and the desired screen grid and accelerator grid voltages (V 
and VA respectively). The screen and accelerator voltages 
investigated are the ones identified by the data points on Fig. 22. 
Once thruster operation was stable the procedure involved increasing 
the discharge current in steps at fixed main and cathode flow 
conditions and recording discharge current and voltage, beam current, 
impingement current and keeper voltage at each step. 
The process of increasing the discharge current and as a 
consequence the beam current was continued until high voltage power 
supply cycling began to occur (i.e. one or both of the screen and 
accel high voltage power supplies would repeatedly trip on high 
current and then reset). The onset of this cycling was very sudden 
and it is considered to have been brought on by phenomena related to 
either electron backstreaming or grid deformation coupled with high 
grid 
voltage power supply inadequacy. The occurrence of these phenomena is 
considered likely because the impingement currents would typically be 
on the order 10 mA and the beam currents would be stable in the range 
between 800 and 900 mA just prior to the onset of the cycling. After 
a fraction of a minute had elapsed at beam current operating 
conditions which were near the maximum values measured, a sudden, 
large in both the beam and impingement current would occur. 
The exact beam current level at which this cycling occurred seemed to 
depend on the discharge power level and for this reason it is 
suggested that it may have been induced by thermally driven grid 
increase 
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warpage. It is believed that high direct ion impingement currents 
would not have been observed until the beam currents were 
substantially higher and that the onset of these currents would have 
occurred more gradually if a properly designed, compliant grid 
mounting system had been used in place of the paper clip system. 
Electron backstreaming is suggested as a contributing factor in the 
tests conducted at the high R-value ( 0 . 9 )  where operating conditions 
were close to the electron backstreaming limit. In addition it is 
noted that both the positive high voltage power supply, which was 
being operated near its design current limit of 1000 mA in these 
tests, and the negative high voltage power supply were not well 
regulated. Any increase in either beam current (due to either 
increased ion current or electron backstreaming) or impingement 
current would cause the voltage output of the corresponding (positive 
or negative) high voltage power supply to drop. In either case the 
result was a drop in the total accelerating voltage and a decrease in 
the ion current extraction capability of the grids. This would be 
expected to lead to increased beamlet defocusing and higher 
impingement currents which would cause the voltage outputs of both 
high voltage power supplies to drop further. This process of 
defocusing leading to voltage drops leading to further defocusing 
continued to feed on itself until ultimately the observed power supply 
cycling problems occurred. Finally, it is suggested that the high 
voltage power supply cycling problem may have been made more severe 
because a single filament neutralizer was being used in place of a 
hollow cathode neutralizer. 
- 
After data had been collected over the range of beam currents from 
about 400 to 900 mA at a given propellant flow distribution, the 
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cathode and main flowrates were reset to produce the next flow 
distribution of interest. After data had been collected at each flow 
distribution condition, the high voltage operating conditions were 
changed and the procedure was repeated. 
RESULTS 
The data collected in this experiment are presented in Figs. 23 
through 25. At each discharge current and high voltage operating 
condition identified on these figure the accelerator grid impingement 
current remained in the range between 10 and 15 mA until the hsgh 
voltage power supply cycling mentioned in the previous paragraphs 
began to occur. It was the onset of this cycling that determined the 
maximum propellant utilization (or maximum beam current) operating 
condition that could be realized at each cathode flow fraction. In 
this regard it should be noted that all tests were conducted at a 
xenon flowrate of 1000 mA eq so the beam current (in mA) at any 
operating point is equal to the associated propellant utilization 
times 1000. 
Figures 23 through 25 show that the highest beam currents were 
achieved when the cathode flow fraction was the lowest value 
investigated ( 5 %  of the total flow through the cathode). The data 
also show, however, that reducing the cathode flow fraction caused the 
discharge voltage to increase, and this would be expected to increase 
the sputter erosion rate of discharge chamber surfaces thereby 
shortening the thruster lifetime. If the lifetime associated with 
thruster operation at the lowest cathode flow fraction is sufficient 
for the lunar GAS mission then the data suggest this flow fraction is 
best. The data of Figs. 2 3 ,  2 4  and 25 also indicate that discharge 
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currents approaching 9 A can be expected at low discharge voltages, 
that baseline beam ion energy costs are comparable to those measured 
when the discharge chamber was operated on mercury with similar high 
perveance grids6 (-180 eV/ion) and that keeper voltages are acceptably 
low (< 8 V). 
CONCLUSIONS 
The modified SERT 
and it can produce the 1 
I1 
es 
ion thruster operates 
red beam current leve 
efficiently on xenon 
s at the net and 
total accelerating voltages prescribed for the lunar Get-Away Special 
mission. This thruster equipped with high perveance grids exhibits 
performance on xenon that is comparable to that measured operating the 
original SERT I1 thruster with high perveance grids on The 
grid system used in this study needs to be improved by making its 
mounting system more compliant and possibly by reducing the grid hole 
mercury. 
sizes ( s o  the screen hole diameter-to-grid spacing ratio is closer to 
unity) to improve their beamlet divergence characteristics at high 
beam current levels. It appears that a cathode flow fraction near 5 %  
should be used to achieve good discharge chamber performance, but 
additional work is needed to ensure component (e.g. grid system, 
baffle and hollow cathode) lifetimes will be sufficiently long so the 
thruster will be able to meet mission lifetime objectives. 
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HOLTBW CATHODE RESEARCH 
Verlin J. Friedly 
INTRODUCTION 
An experimental study of the physical principles of hollow 
cathode operations was initiated during the grant period. Presently 
this research effort is focused on operation of orificed hollow 
cathodes operating at high discharge currents (10 to 70 A )  and it is 
therefore intended that it will extend and compliment a similar study 
conducted by Siegfried.7 Assuming these tests proceed as planned, the 
work will be extended to still higher discharge current levels, The 
principal effort on this project thus far has involved setting up the 
experimental equipment and demonstrating that the hollow cathodes, 
Langmuir probes, probe biasing and measuring equipment, and probe 
trace analysis routines that will be needed to conduct this research 
work properly at low discharge current levels (1 to 10 A). Prelimi- 
nary experiments have been conducted in this low current range and 
data have been collected and analyzed to demonstrate this. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
The schematic diagram in Fig. 26 shows the test apparatus being 
used f o r  this study. This apparatus has been installed in a 30 cm 
dia. by 45 cm high vacuum chamber and for the tests that will be 
described here it included a 6 . 4  mm outside diameter hollow cathode 
with a thoriated tungsten orifice plate that contained a 1 nun dia. 
orifice. A 25 mm long, hollow, sintered tungsten insert treated with 
barium aluminate was installed as the emitting surface inside the 
cathode tube. The insert was electrically and mechanically connected 
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t o  the cathode tube by three wires t h a t  were spot welded securely t o  
the  ins ide  surface of the cathode tube. The cy l indr ica l  anode used 
i n  these preliminary t e s t s ,  which w a s  57 mrn i n  d ia .  and 76 mm long, 
w a s  made of 0 .7  mm th ick  perforated s t a i n l e s s  s t e e l .  The keeper shown 
i n  Fig. 26 w a s  a tantalum torus  with a minor diameter of 1 . 5  mm and 
major diameter o f  5 mm and it was located 1 mm downstream of the 
cathode o r i f i c e  p l a t e .  The axes o f  the cathode, keeper and anode were 
a l l  concentric.  The cathode in t e rna l  pressure w a s  measured i n  the 
f l o w  plenum shown i n  Fig. 26 using a capacitance gauge accurate t o  
within k 1 T o r r .  
Three Langmuir probes a re  used t o  c o l l e c t  plasma property data  
from inside ( the  upstream spherical  probe) and outside (the downstream 
probes) of the  cathode and Fig .  26 shows how these probes were 
posit ioned r e l a t i v e  t o  the other  elements of  the system. The 
spherical  probe located inside the cathode cons is t s  of  a 0 . 8  mm d i a .  
tungsten sphere welded t o  a 0.25 mm d i a .  tungsten wire enclosed within 
a 2 . 3  mm outside d i a .  quartz tube insu la tor .  The diameter o f  t h i s  
quartz tube has been reduced t o  - 1 . 2  mm a t  the end near the spherical  
sensor i n  an attempt t o  minimize the extent  t o  which it in t e r f e re s  
with the hollow cathode plasma. The e n t i r e  probe assembly is  designed 
so it can be moved ax ia l ly  along the cathode center l ine  while the 
cathode is  operating so the  s p a t i a l  var ia t ions  i n  the plasma 
propert ies  within the cathode ( i . e .  within the upstream region) can be 
measured. 
The other  t w o  probes, located outside o f  the cathode, a re  
re fer red  t o  a s  the downstream probes. One o f  these probes, a 0 . 8  mm 
d i a .  by 0 . 5  mm long tungsten cylinder protruding from a 2 . 3  mm d i a .  
quartz tube insu la tor ,  i s  used i n  the region downstream of  the o r i f i c e  
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plate where the plasma density is low (in the range of 10' to 1OI2 
- 3  cm ) .  The second downstream probe is a 0 .8  mm dia. tungsten sphere 
located at the end of a 2.3 mm dia. quartz tube insulator which has 
been reduced in diameter in the region near the spherical probe sensor 
to minimize interference between the sensor and the plasma. This 
insulator is curved so the spherical probe can be swept through the 
high plasma density region that extends into the region between the 
keeper and the cathode in the manner suggested in Fig. 26. Both 
downstream probes can be rotated and translated as the figure suggests 
so plasma property data can be collected along a curved path extending 
downstream from the cathode orifice. 
A simple electrical schematic of the circuit used to bias, 
measure and record the output of any of the three Langmuir is 
shown in Fig. 27. In this figure switch SEl is used to connect either 
the upstream or downstream probes into the circuitry and then switch 
SD is positioned to select which of the two downstream probes will be 
active. The sweep circuit, which is shown as a block in the figure, 
has been described by Siegfried.7 It is used with the upstream probe 
where a relatively rapid sweep through the output voltages is required 
so contamination of the probe by low work function material from the 
insert within the cathode will be minimized. The lower limit on the 
upstream probe sweep period is limited to -2 sec by the frequency 
response of the X-Y plotter used to record the data. 
probes 
The downstream probes are biased using the slower but more 
reliable 3 kn potentiometer shown in the figure. In order to ensure a 
reliable and steady output voltage, battery packs are used as the 
power supply for both the sweep circuit and the potentiometer. Switch 
Sc is used to connect the upstream probe, first to the negative 
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terminal of a 54 V power supply used to clean the probe just prior to 
its use and then to the sweep circuit. For all measurements the probe 
current is recorded as a function of probe potential using an X-Y 
plotter and probe potentials are measured with respect to cathode 
potential. 
To analyze the Langmuir probe traces two methods are used, one 
for the spherical probe traces obtained when plasma densities are high 
and only the ion saturation portion of a probe trace can be collected 
(partial traces) and one for the cylindrical probe traces which are 
collected at lower plasma densities and are complete. Partial traces 
are collected when plasma densities are high and collection of a 
complete trace could melt the probe and/or change plasma conditions. 
To analyze data from the ion saturation regions of probe traces (i.e. 
from the spherical probes) a method that is basically the same as the 
one developed by Siegfried,7 which has been reprogrammed for use on an 
IBM compatible computer, is used. Complete traces generated using the 
cylindrical Langmuir probe are analyzed using a modification of the 
basic developed by Beattie8 which was also reprogrammed so it 
could be used on an IBM compatible computer. 
method 
The electrical system used to operate the hollow cathode was 
simple. It consisted of two DC power supplies; one (the anode supply 
rated at 10 A and 40 V) was connected with its positive terminal to 
the anode and its negative terminal to the hollow cathode and the 
other (the keeper supply rated at 5 A and 150 V) was connected with 
its positive terminal to the keeper and its negative terminal to the 
cathode. Meters were provided so the anode and keeper voltages and 
currents could be read. 
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Preparation for test involved evacuating the test chamber to 
-25 mTorr and allowing the cathode assembly to stand under vacuum at 
room temperature overnight. After this period of time it was assumed 
undesirable gases and vapors that could have entered the cathode as a 
result of being vented to the atmosphere would be pumped out through 
the cathode orifice. Typically, tests were initiated by heating the 
cathode, establishing keeper and anode potentials of 150 V and 25 V 
respectively and then increasing the xenon flowrate through the 
cathode until the discharge ignited. Once a discharge began the 
flowrate was reduced to -180 mA eq (Xe), the anode (or discharge) and 
keeper currents were set at -2 A and 0 . 4  A ,  respectively, and condi- 
tions were allowed to stabilize over a several minute operating 
period. Once the discharge stabilized the desired flowrate and the 
lowest discharge current of interest were set and the discharge was 
allowed to stabilize over a period of a few more hours. Typically the 
discharge was judged to be stable when the discharge and keeper 
voltages remained constant for -10 minutes. After the operating 
conditions were recorded and Langmuir probe traces had been taken at 
various locations relative to the cathode orifice, the next discharge 
current was then set and the discharge was allowed to stabilize once 
again before data were collected. This procedure was repeated until 
the range of currents of interest had been covered. The next flowrate 
and the lowest discharge current of interest were then established and 
the process was repeated. 
RESULTS 
Typical plasma property profiles measured at discharge currents 
of 2 A (open symbols) and 6 A (solid symbols), with their respective 
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keeper conditions and a xenon flowrate of 247 mA eq are shown in 
Fig. 2 8 .  At these respective current conditions the pressures within 
the hollow cathode measured by the pressure gauge were 5 and 6 Torr. 
The diagram at the top of Fig. 28a shows where the cathode orifice 
plate and keeper are located and the crosshatched band at zero on each 
figure represents the orifice plate with the region to the left being 
the cathode interior (upstream) one and the one to the right being the 
exterior (downstream) region. 
At a 2 A discharge current Fig. 28a indicates the Maxwellian 
electron density in the upstream region is -4.5 x 10 cm near the 
orifice and it declines rapidly with upstream distance. Downstream of 
the orifice this density seems to be substantially lower and the 
density also drops off rapidly with axial distance from orifice. 
It should be noted that the scaling for both density and axial 
distance are different for the upstream and downstream regions. When 
the discharge current is increased from 2 A to 6 A the data of 
Fig. 28a indicate the downstream Maxwellian density also undergoes a 
threefold increase. Data were not obtained in the region upstream of 
the orifice at the higher current because of a failure that developed 
in the probe system circuitry that has since been corrected. 
13  - 3  
the 
The Maxwellian electron temperatures measured at the same 
operating conditions are shown in Fig. 28b. These data suggest a 
relatively constant upstream value near 1 eV and a downstream value 
that drops from a value near 4 eV at the keeper to a value that seems 
to level o f f  near 1 eV further downstream. The data also suggest that 
the electron temperature is insensitive to discharge current. The 
plasma potential, shown in Fig. 28c, appears to increase slightly from 
a value close to anode potential (20 V in the 2 A case and 15 V in the 
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6 A case) as the orifice plate is approached from the downstream 
region. These data also show a substantial potential drop across the 
orifice and an additional, gradual decrease in potential with upstream 
distance from the orifice. The fact that a voltage drop can be 
sustained across the orifice plate suggests that the plasma inside the 
cathode is coupled to that downstream of the orifice through a double 
sheath. A second indication of the sheath is the large change in 
plasma density across the orifice plate. More work is required to 
first demonstrate if a sheath is present and then to determine where 
it is located. 
The density profiles for the primary (monoenergetic) electrons 
(Fig. 28d) follow the same pattern as that exhibited by the Maxwellian 
electrons, the density is highest near the orifice plate and it 
drops off in both directions from it and the magnitudes of the density 
scale with discharge current. These densities are, however, two 
orders of magnitude lower than the Maxwellian densities so they are 
probably both relatively unimportant and inaccurate. The primary 
electron energy profile shown in Fig. 28e shows energies that are of 
the proper order (the plasma potential upstream of the orifice and the 
orifice voltage drop downstream) and appear to be independent of 
discharge current but they must also be considered quite inaccurate. 
i.e. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results that have been obtained thus far in the study agree 
reasonably well both quantitatively and qualitatively with those 
obtained previously by Siegfried. This suggests that the test 
apparatus, test procedures and Langmuir probe analytical procedures 
are working properly. On the basis of this agreement, plans are 
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proceeding to pursue testing at higher discharge current conditions 
where Siegfried did not make measurements. 
The large increase in Maxwellian and primary electron density 
observed with discharge current in this study suggests that densities 
an order of magnitude higher will be observed when the discharge 
current is increased to about 70 A .  Because of this it is anticipated 
that the downstream spherical probe, which can be operated at high 
plasma densities without overheating, will have to be used over a 
wider range of axial positions. 
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Abstract 
Ammonia hollow cathodes were tested a t  
i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures near atmospheric t o  deter- 
mine if they may be s u i t a b l e  f a  arcjet thruster 
appl icat ions.  A t  high i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures, 
standard tantalum hollow cathodes were found t o  a t  
the e l e c t r o n s  from a mall spot  on the  cathode body 
ar orifice plate .  This concentrated spot emissior 
may cause melting, and shor ten  the cathode lifetime. 
In  a n  attempt to  prevent e x t e r i o r  spot Emission, 
hollow cathode bdies and orifice plates were cob  
s t ruc ted  from boron n i t r i d e  which is a n  e l e c t r i c a l  
insulator, but t h e  arifice p l a t e s  melted and/or 
eroded a t  high i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures. The most 
s u i t a b l e  hollow cathodes tested included a relrac- 
tory  metal orifice plate in a boron n i t r i d e  body, 
w i t h  the insert insulated e l e c t r i c a l l y  from the mi- 
fice plate .  I n  addi t ion ,  the hollow cathode i n t e -  
rior was evacuated t o  assure a l o u  pressure a t  the 
i n s e r t  sur face ,  thus promoting d i f f u s e  e l e c t r o n  
emission. A t  high i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures. the 
e l e c t r o n s  tended t o  flow through the o r i f i c e  plate 
rather than through the o r i f i c e ,  which could result 
i n  overheating of the orifice plate .  Using a care- 
f u l l y  aligned c e n t e r l i m  anode, e l e c t r o n  flow 
through the crifice could be s u s t a l m d  a t  in te re lec-  
b o d e  pressures up t o  SO0 Torr - but the  cur ren t  
flow path still occasional ly  jumped frcm the orifice 
t o  the arifice plate. Rased on these  t e a t s ,  i t  
appears t h a t  a hollow cathode would opera te  most 
e f fec t ive ly  a t  pressures i n  the arcjet regime w i t h  a 
re f rac tory ,  chemically stable, and e l e c t r i c a l l y  
insulating cathode body and o r i f i c e  plate. 
rn- 
Amjet thrusters are a t t r a c t i v e  because  their 
specific impulse is cloae to optimum for maw near- 
earth missions. The thrusters t y p i c a l l y  use a so l id  
thoriated tungsten cathode which can overheat during 
operat ion and melt a t  the small spot on its t i p  
where e l e c t r o n  m i s s i o n  occurs. Thus, these 
cathodes may not be s u i t a b l e  far long-term space 
appl icat ions.  The o r e i c e d  hollow cathode used i n  
i o n  thrusters, on t h e  o ther  hand, emits e l e c t r o n s  
frcm a e l a t i v e l y  large reg ion  on its c y l i n d r i a l  
insert,' so i t  is not as prone t o  overheatin&. The 
use of hollou cathodes for a r c j e t  a p p l i c a t i o n s  is 
not s t ra ightforward.  hcuever, because ion- rusters 
operate  a t  interelectrode pressures  of  10 'Torr, 
whereas a r c j e t s  operate  a t  pressures  near 1000 Torr. 
Sane d i f f i c u l t y  has bcen experienced w i t h  opera t ion  
of t y p i c a l  tantalum hollow cathodes as t h e  
i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressure is increased  above about 12 
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Topr, because the diffuse e l e c t r o n  emission from the 
i n s e r t  transforms to concentrated s p o t  emission from 
the e e ior of the cathode t u b e  or the o r i f i c e  
plate?.' This spot discharge Is similar t o  t h a t  a t  
the t i p  of the thwiated tungsten cathode, and may 
l e a d  t o  a shortenad cathode lifetime. 
The major o j e c t i v e s  of this study have been t o  
determine if aome type of a hollow cathode m i g h t  be 
s u i t a b l e  far arc jet  appl ica t ions ,  and t o  i d e n t i f y  
the f a c t a s  that f a c i l i t a t e  high pressure operation. 
The approach has  been t o  increase  the opera t ing  
range gradual ly  fran the l o w  pressures  where hollow 
cathodes opera te  s a t i s f a c t a r i l y ,  and t h e i r  oharac- 
t e r i s t i c s  a r e  understood, t o  the h i g h  pressures 
where arcjets operate. Several modif icat ions were 
required t o  achieve s a t i s f a c t o r y  high pressure 
operation. Zbe modified cathodes and t h e i r  operat- 
i n g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are described below. 
&maratus  and Procedure 
A schematic of the hollow cathode test 
apparatus  is shown i n  Fig. 1. 
loca ted  i n  a vacuum b e l l  j a r  where the i n t e r e l e c -  
tro e pres ure can be cont ro l led  mer a range from 
lo-' to  10 Torr. The hol lcu cathode body, the 
i n s e r t ,  the orifice p la te ,  and t h e  anode a r e  t h e  
elements of primary i n t e r e s t .  Host tests were COP 
ducted w i t h  a 6 mm diameter R-500 treated t a n t a l m  
f o i l  i n s e r t  i s o l a t e d  e l e c t r i c a l l y  fran the o r i f i c e  
plate by a boron n i t r ide  hollow cathode body. 
Quartz  and tantalum hol lcu cathode bodies were a l s o  
tested. The quar tz  bodies allowed the  discharge t o  
be observed v isua l ly .  Tantalum cathode bodies, 
which are g e m r a l l y  used i n  ion thruster hollow 
cathodes were tested w i t h  four types of i n s e r t s  - 
lanthanum hexaboride. impregnated tungsten, hare 
tantalum fo i l ,  and R-SO0 t r e a t e d  tantalum f o i l .  
l a n t  using two d i f f e r e n t  flow arrangements. 
normal f l o w  mode, the va lves  shown i n  Fig. 1 were 
a d j u s t e d  t o  feed the ammonia through the cathode 
support s t r u c t u r e  t o  t h e  cathode i n t e r i o r  region and 
This apparatus  is 
51 
The discharge was operated with aPlmonia propel- 
In the 
Ffg. 1 H o l l o w  Cathode Test Apparatus Schematic 
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then &rough tha orif 'ice t o  t h e  in t e re l ec t rode  
region. In the retverm flow mode. the va lves  were 
arranged t o  feed the propellant i n t o  the i n t e re l ec -  
b o d e  region Cram where i t  could be drawn through 
the o r i f i c e  i n t o  an evacuated cathode i n t e r i o r  
region. Revwas f l o w  allowed a l o w  cathocb i n t e r i o r  
prwsure t o  be malntaimd while  the i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  
pessure was kept hi@. 
testa using normal now. w i t h  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  and 
cam& interior pressures between 01) and live 
Torr. The f l m  viis then switched t o  the reverse 
mode, and the  in to re l ec t roda  pressure  was e leva ted  
ty increasing tho ap.onia nowrate i n t o  this region. 
A s  the interelectrod. pressure incrsrmd, the amde 
voltage was also i no rwaod  t o  maintain the des i rod  
discharge curren t  (between 2 A  and 14A). It var ious  
i n t e n a l a  of i n t e e l e o t r o d e  pressure, the diaohrge 
curren t ,  -de voltage. i n t e r i o r  oatbod. proaaure. 
and s a r t i r a  or i i loa  p l a t e  voltage were manured 
and retoordad. 
during some tests t o  deterrim p l a a a  po ten t i a l  pr- 
files through the i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  n e o n .  
Two test apparatue oriontations wore wed. 
H i t h  the h o r h o n t a l  orientation, a 5 c. dinmetor 
eontalum am& w a n  hor i aon ta l ly  or ien ted  ooncentrlo 
with ttw oriiica oenterUne.  i n  the sugg.sted 
in Fig. 1. In this o r i e n t a t i o n  t h e  interelmotrob 
region was opon to  tho b a l l  jar  t o  all- alas ive  
problng and visual  oboenation of the diaohrp.  
un io r tumto iy ,  ircn oomeot ive  nar p t t e n a  
developed in the i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  region a t  high 
in t e re l ec t rode  pr~sures, oauaing the dlsoharg. t o  
become mdable. To al1ui.k the s t a b i l i t y  pro& 
lea. the v r t i o a l l y  oriented test appula t ru  sbarn i a  
Fig. 2 v u  oonstruokd.  ThLs osambly i a  also 
m c l o a d  wlUdn a a  ovaomtad boll  j a r  to p r u e n t  
ralaa of awnla during high pssaure teats. W i t h  
the a p p r a t u  of Fig. 2. two amdo oodigurationa 
could be odabliahed. Hltb the canterlilr am& 
aonf igura t ion  eleotrons are drrvn t o  tin oonloal U p  
of the a m diretor tungsten rod. ahara  in plg. 2. 
Tho ooncentrio am& oolbiguration is establiabd by 
ramwing the tungsten rod and drawing t h e  eleotrona 
t o  the 2 u dis r te  ooppcw s u p p o r t  structure. To 
The dlschargll W M  @mrally s t u t e d  during the 
UEO. an eeisa%ve pob.' vu mad 
INtoMLLctRO# 
-CATl4coEsuPan?TSTRUCTUlE 
F i g .  2 B a l l o w  Cathob Tes t  Apparatw 
avoid overheating, the support  s t r u c t u r e  is w a t e r  
coaled. For rwerw flow, m n i a  is f ed  i n t o  the 
in t e re l ec t rode  reg ions  through the vor tex  tubes .  
which are gesigmd t o  induce swirl flow and promote 
stability. The support  s t r u c t u r e  a l s o  inc ludes  a 
quar tz  window which allows l h i t e d  v i sua l  obaerva- 
tion of the discharge. Boron ni t r ide ,  graphite, and 
tungaten o r i f i c e  p l a t e s  were each tested with boron 
n i t r i d o  cathode bodies i n  the v e r t i c a l  o r ien ta t ion .  
S w e r a l  orifice diameters. ranging from 0.25 nm t o  
6.0 PI ( o p . P e n h d )  w e r e  uaed in t h e a  tests. The 
graph i t e  and tungsten o r i f i c a  p l a t e s  were gemrally 
a t t a c b d  t o  t lm boron n i t r i d e  cathode bodies in the 
mnmr augmded by Fig. 3. l m s  f i g u r e  alw shows 
the c e n t e r l i m  amde rmwed, with the c o p p c  s u p  
port structure serving as  a COncentrio anode. 
BQwUa 
Om important finding of this d u g  uaa 
ob- ryd  p w l o u s l y  and s tudied  ex tens ive ly  by Slog- 
l r b d .  a ria in t h e  cathode interior pressure  
cawas the inart aaiasion region t o  dooreasa in 
air.. Siegfried lound that the lengtb of the  elec- 
t r o n  emission region is of the order of om or tu0 
p r i n r l  wan free paths. Beme, incrwalng oathode 
interitx pressure causes the e lec t ron  maan free path 
l eng th  and as a rwult the e lec t ron  a l a s i o n  l eng th  
t o  borane. Teda conduoted with a quar tz  hollow 
cathod. bog in the hor izonta l  orientation allowed 
t h e  crimion reg ion  t o  k ob8emed v i s l u l l y .  A t  
cathode i n t o r i o r  pressures war 0.1 Torr, the eleo- 
t rona  wee king emi t ted  diffusely from the i n t e r i o r  
aurfaca of tho i n s e r t .  war a l ength  oi about 2 mm. 
As the peasure imraaaod.  the a s s i o n  length waa 
obmrved t o  &oream un t i r  the e n t i r e  e l ec t ron  emla- 
dion w a n  aoncentratod on the edge of the inaart a t  
oathode interior peanure6 mar 10 Torr. Tho COP 
wntrated eleotron .PlisalOn C.w8 intern heat ing  
Oi the i n w t .  and re8ult.d in melting ai tEe q u a r t z  
oathode bog a t  cathode interior peasures around 
100 Torr. 
l m  arcjet app l ioa t ions  is l a r g e l y  detemimd by the 
voltage drop d i s t r i b u t i o n  between the  cathode and 
the awde. lata showing a t yp ica l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  were 
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obtained using a n  emissive probes with a 4A 
discharge from an open-ended boron nitride cathode 
i n  the horizontal  o r ien ta t ion .  The data. presented 
i n  Fig. 4,  show t h a t  a s u b s t a n t i a l  increase i n  anode 
vol tage  is required t o  s u s t a f n  the  discharge as  the 
in te re lec t rode  pressure increases .  Fig. 4 a l s o  
shows that the anode f a l l  and bulk  plasma vol tage  
drop comprise most of t h e  cathode-teanode vol tage 
drop, and that both increase  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  w i t h  
i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressure. The bulk plarana vol tage 
drop occurs  through the plasma i n  the i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  
region, and determines t h e  power a v a i l a b l e  f o r  heat-  
i n g  the plasma i n  an a r c j e t .  Hence, i t  is d e s i r a b l e  
f o r  most of t h e  vol tage drop t o  occur there. The 
anode f a l l  is t h e  vol tage drop through the plasma 
sheath a t  the anode, and i t  determines t h e  power 
lost  t o  hea t ing  the anode. The cathode f a l l  is t h e  
voltage drop through the plasma from the insert to  a 
point  immediately adjacent  t o  the o r i f i c e  p l a t e  
e x t e r i o r .  The cathode f a l l  determines t h e  p o w e r  for 
heat ing the I n s e r t ,  s u s t a i n i n g  t h e  cathode i n t e r i o r  
discharge, and e x t r a c t i n g  e l e c t r o n s  through t h e  ori- 
f i c e .  The cathode f a l l  remalns r e l a t i v e l y  constant  
as t h e  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressure i n c r e a s e s  t o  25 Torr, 
so the  hol lcu cathode itself appears  t o  run effi- 
c ien t ly  a t  these pressures. Unfortunately, data 
could not be col lec ted  a t  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  
above 30 Torr because the emissive probe repeatedly 
m e l  ted. 
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Four types of i n s e r t s  were tested wi th  a ta l r  
t a l u m  cathode body in t h e  hor izonta l  o r i e n t a t i o n  and 
the anode vol tage was measured a t  severa l  cathode 
i n t e r i w  pressures  up t o  30 Torr. 
f a l l  and t u l k  plasma vol tage drop va lues  were sub- 
t rac ted  from the anode vol tage  a t  each pressure  
interval t o  g ive  a n  es t imate  of the cathode fa l l .  
Figure 5 shwa the vol tage drop a t  the cathode 
(cathode f a l l )  p l o t t e d  aga ins t  cathode i n t e r i o r  
pressure for each i n s e r t .  The bare tantalum foil 
i n s e r t  exhib i ted  t h e  highest cathode fa l l ,  ranging 
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from 50 t o  85 v o l t s  over the pressure range tes ted.  
The RSOO t r e a t e d  tantalum fo i l ,  lanthanum hexa- 
boride, and impregmted tungsten i n s e r t s  each COIT 
t a i n  a 1w work func t ion  agent, which decreases  t h e  
vol tage  requi red  f w  e l e c t r o n  emission. The impreg- 
nated tungsten, R500 t r e a t e d  tantalum foil, and 
lanthanum hexaboride i n s e r t s  exhib i ted  similar 
cathode falls, averaging near 20 volts .  Unfor- 
tuna te ly ,  as  the cathode i n t e r i o r  pressure increased 
above about 12 Torr, the e l e c t r o n  emission s i t e  
would jump frao the  i n s e r t  t o  a s p o t  on the tantalum 
cathode tube, which was connected e l e c t r i c a l l y  t o  
the i n s e r t .  This was s i m i l a r  t o  the spot emission 
from a s o l i d  tungsten cathode, and could r e s u l t  i n  
overheat ing of the cathode a t  higher pressures. It 
was recognized t h a t  this spot emission from t h e  
oathode body or o r i f i c e  p l a t e  could be prevented if 
these  two components were constructed from an insu- 
lator that encloaed the e l e c t r o n  emission source 
( t h e  i n s e r t ) .  
n i t r i d e  i n s u l a t o r s  were used i n  t h i s  appl ica t ion ,  
but the boron n i t r i d e  was preferred because i t  has  a 
higher  melting temperature. Hence, a l l  datz i n  Sub- 
sequent f i g u r e s  were obtained using a boron nitride 
cathode body. 
w e l l  a s  the o ther  i n s e r t s  t e s t e d ,  i t  was se lec ted  
for use i n  subsequent tests. These results sl;ggest 
that a l l  of t h e  i n s e r t s  except  the bare tantalum 
f o i l  perform s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  with ammonia a t  cathode 
i n t e r i o r  pressures  below about 12 Torr for s h o r t  
dura t ion  tests. For longer  tests t h e  impregnated 
tungsten and lanthanum hexaboride i n s e r t s  would be 
expected t o  outperform the  R-500 t r e a t e d  tantalum 
foil i n s e r t .  
30 th  quar tz  and HBC g a d e  boron 
Since the R-500 i n s e r t  performed a s  
Figure 6 shows anode vol tage versus i n t e r e l e c -  
t rode pressure data measured with a boron n i t r i d e  
cathode operating a t  a 14A discharge current  w i t h  
normal flow. 
unstable  i n  these tests. with t h e  anode vol tage 
. 
Operation tended t o  be somewhat 
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fluctuating between tlm upper and later limits shatn 
i n  Fig. 6. The discharge could not k mlntalmd a t  
interelectrode prwsures above 600 Torr. Aftar the 
teat, the cathode w a s  disrsaabled and its interior 
surface was found to  be a mixture of boron nitride 
and tantalum from the inrwrt that had malted 
together. 
imrt dam- occurred war the end of the teat when 
the highest cathode interior presaurea were reached. 
After this dam&@ had oocurred, the electrons were 
apparently B i t t e d  frcm the molten boron nit r ide and 
tantalum mixture. 
tigated to  datemlm if i t  would fac i l i t a te  proper 
cathode operation by d n t a i n i n g  8 lar cathodr id- 
r i o r  prwsure whUe the interelectrod. pressure was 
hi@. Flmre 7 share that  w i t h  rwerm flow and a 
small diawter oriiioe. the cathode i n t e r i o r  Preb 
sure can k maintaimd w e l l  below the interelectrode 
prwaure. In c a ~ ~ . r i m n .  the no- flar mod. 
results i n  cathode interior proasurea atlghtly 
mater than the intarelectrod. pre8aure. Near the 
end of the tests associated with Fig. 7. w i t h  the 
cathod. operatfng a t  high interoleotrod. pre88uma. 
the erlfirm plate werhwkd and the arific@ 
enlarged. 
inaruaed to  tbe point where the electron emlssion 
Anode V o l t 0 0  Versw Interelectrode 
Remure with lo- Fla~ 
It is believed that this cathode and 
The raverae flat Ilod. was imres- 
A s  a rwult the oathode interior pressw 
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Fig. 7 Cathode Interior Pressure versus 
Interelectrode Rsasure with Nomal and 
Reverae Flow 
becrrwt concentrated a t  a small spot on the inser t .  
This caused insert  degradation w h i c h  apprently 
caused a 10 t o  20 volt rise in anode potential that 
was o b r v e d  near the end of the test  sequence a t  
high interelectrode pressures. 
obaemed i n  both the normal and reverse flow modes, 
but r e v e s e  f low allowed higher interelectrode 
prwssurea t o  be achieved befwc t he  orifice fa i lure  
occurred. A s  shown in Fig. 8 ,  both rnrmal and 
revera8 f l a w  require similar anode voltages to sus- 
tain the 4 8  discharge. Hence, the flow direction 
has l i t t l e  effect on the anode voltage. Another 
aeries of b a t s  revealed that  the anode voltage is 
also independent of the m n i a  n a r r a t e  and the 
crifioo diameter. Thua, for a given hollaw cathode 
and anode configuration, propellant gas. acd 
discharge current, the anode voltage a p p v s  t o  
depend primarily on interelectrod. preaaure. 
This effect was 
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The current lsra also affects  the  anode vcd- 
k g e  required to  s u s t a i n  the discharge. 
i l lus t ra tes  the mgatlre resistance phenomena 
obmrved in arc discharges a higher current results 
i n  a later anode voltage. Tbis occurs because the 
plaama reaistivity is propcrtionnl t o  the ra t io  of 
electron collision frequency t o  electron denaity; 
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increas ing  the discharge current  causes the  e l e c t r o n  
densi ty  t o  increase  more rap id ly  than the  c o l l i s i o n  
frequency, so the  res i s tance  decreases. W i t h  t h e  2A 
discharge current ,  the  discharge became unstable  and 
repeatedly extinguished a t  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  
near 125 Torr. Figure 9 shows t h a t  4A discharge 
current  operat ion could be extended t o  425 Torr, and 
6A operat ion was achieved a t  pressures  as h igh  a t  
I 5 0  Torr. With higher c u r r e n t s  the  discharge was 
operated t o  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  of 1000 Torr. 
The cathode o r i f i c e  p l a t e  material also appears  
t o  inf luence  the  anode vol tage versus  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  
pressure c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  a s  ind ica ted  i n  Me. 10. 
A t  r e l a t i v e l y  l o w  pressures (around 60 T o r r )  with a 
12A discharge cur ren t  the boron n i t r i d e  or i f ice  
( c i r c u l a r  data poin ts )  began t o  melt andfor erode 
rapidly.  This r e s u l t e d  i n  o r i f i c e  enlargement which 
caused t h e  cathode i n t e r i o r  pressure t o  rise, all- 
i n g  s p o t  emission frcm the  i n s e r t  which l e d  t o  
insert degradation. 
Fig. 10 t o  i n c r e a s e  rap id ly  w i t h  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  
pressure up t o  150 Torr ,  where a n  anode vol tage  of 
150 v o l t s  was requi red  t o  s u s t a i n  the 12A discharge. 
The discharge repeatedly extinguished a t  pressures  
above 150 Torr. nus ,  a boron n i t r i d e  o r i f i c e  p l a t e  
does not appear s u i t a b l e  for high pressure opera- 
tion. The graphi te  o r i f i c e  plate (square data 
poin ts )  performed better than the  boron nitride one. 
The anode vol tage  increased slowly w i t h  in te re lec-  
t rode pressures, and a 12A discharge was sus ta ined  
t o  1000 Torr, w i t h  an anode vol tage  of only 120V. 
After 2 few hours of operat ion the  graphi te  o r i f i c e  
p l a t e s  were also found to  be eroded; 
hemispherical depressions provided evidence that the 
e l e c t r o n  emission had been caning fran the  o r i f i c e  
Plate e x t e r i o r  a t  high i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures. Of 
the three  orifice p l a t e  materials t e s t e d  tungs ten  
exhib i ted  t h e  best opera t ing  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  
requi red  anode vol tage  was r e l a t i v e l y  steady a t  
about 100 v o l t s  f o r  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  i n  t h e  
range from 150 t o  1000 Torr. After t e s t i n g  t h e  
tungsten o r i f i c e  p l a t e  exhib i ted  no signs of  melting 
or erosion, so tungsten may be a s u i t a b l e  material 
for high pressure operation. 
The anode vol tage  is seen i n  
dozens of 
The 
V i s u a l  observat ion of the discharge with the 
Such observa t ions  
tungsten o r i f i c e  p l a t e  could be made through t h e  
quartz window shown i n  Fig. 2. 
revealed t h e  e l e c t r o n  emision coming through the 
WffiCe a t  low i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  with t h e  
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concentr ic  anode but increasing t h i s  pressure i n t o  
t h e  range near 150 T o r r  caused a t r a n s i t i o n  t o  
occur: t h e  site of the e lec t ron  current  passage 
moved fran the o r i f i c e  t o  a spot  on the o r i f i c e  
plate even though the o r i f i c e  p l a t e  was e l e c t r i c a l l y  
i s o l a t e d  fran the i n s e r t .  A t  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pres- 
sures above this t r a n s i t i o n  point ,  t h e  current  flow 
through the  o r i f i c e  p la te  prevailed. Apparently, 
after the  t r a n s i t i o n  occurs  t h e  e l e c t r o n s  a r e  emit- 
t e d  frcm the i n s e r t  and they flow through the  
cathode i n t e r i o r  plasma t o  t h e  i n t e r i o r  sur face  of 
the o r i f i c e  plate .  Then they flow through the ori- 
f i c e  p l a t e  and are emitted from its e x t e r i o r  sur face  
t o  the i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  reglon, where they are 
a t t r a c t e d  t o  t h e  anode. 
Impedance along this pa th  i s  a c t u a l l y  less than the 
Impedance of t h e  path through the wifice itself a t  
the high i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures. T h i s  is sup. 
ported by the  data of Fig. 11, which show a 30 v o l t  
decrease i n  anode vol tage (upper curve) a t  the tran- 
s i t i o n  point. The &fa of Fig. 11 were obtained 
using a c e n t e r l i n e  arnde i n  the v e r t i c a l  test orien- 
ta t ion .  Ir. comparison with a concentr ic  anode, t h e  
c e n t e r l i n e  anode decreases  the current  p a t h  length  
and hence the Impedance through t h e  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  
plasma fran the o r i f i c e  t o  the  anode. To f a c l l i t a t e  
viewing of  the o r i f i c e ,  however, the anode t i p  was 
o f f s e t  from the o r i f i c e  c e n t e r l i n e  by about 2 mm. 
With this arrangement t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  t o  cur ren t  flow 
through the o r i f i c e  p la te  rather than through the 
orifice occurred a t  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  near 
260 Torr. It was concluded t h a t  the change fraa t h e  
concent r ic  anode t o  t h e  c e n t e r l i n e  anode f a c i l i t a t e d  
the  increase  (from 150 t o  260 Torr) i n  the t rans i -  
t i o n  pressure. 
It is postulated t h a t  t h e  
Comparing Figs. 4 and 11, it can be seen t h a t  
the o r i f i c e  p l a t e  vo l tage  is about equal t o  t h e  
cathode Pall a t  l o w  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures. 
Hence, the orifice p l a t e  vol tage  was taken a s  a rea- 
sollable es t imate  of the cathode f a l l .  A t  the  t r a p  
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s i t i o n  paint ,  this vol tage  is shown t o  increaab by 
15V. During other  tests the mil ice  plate valtag8 
rmalmd constant  a t  around 25 v o l t s  be fo re  and 
aiter the t rans i t ion .  The reaaon for this 
discrepancy is not known. 
through the or i f ice  t o  the awde f u r t h e r ,  the amde 
t i p  was aligmd with a f r a c t i o n  of a millimeter of 
the or i f ice  aenter l ine.  Figure 12 sham that the 
t r a n s i t i o n  pressure was r d m d  t o  37s Torr w i t h  the 
amde along the c e n t e r l i l r ;  maatheless. the 
undesired cur ren t  flow path t h m u a  the orifice 
plate developed a t  all pressures above the transi- 
tion. The cathode i n t e r i m  pressure w a a  alao 
observed to  drop a l i g h t u  with the t rUl8i t iOn t o  
cur ren t  flow through the orifice plat.. am a w n  in 
Fig. 13. This may bo due t o  the change In PeMure 
drop a t  the orifice induced bJr e lh in t ing  the oleo- 
t r o n  and ion f l a w  through the orifioe when the t a - 8 ~  
si t ion oocurs. 
To decreaw the pnth length from the imrt 
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1) electrical insu la t ion .  to prevent cur ren t  
f l c u  through the c r i f i c e  plate or body; 
2) high malt ing temperature; 
3)  chemical s t a b i l i t y  in t h e  presence of 
typ ica l  hi& t m p e r a t u r e  arcjet propel lants .  
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I n t c a e o t r o d .  k e a s u r e  
Om material w h i c h  may best m e e t  thew require- 
n n t s  is dimond, but no tests were conducted with a 
diamond o i f i m  plate. It should bo noted that some 
material p r o h l r s  ware obmrved when amonia propel- 
l a n t  w a s  umd w i t h  a t a n t r l m  awde and i n s e r t :  
Pitar high pressure opera t ion  om amde and many 
inaerta b c  e highly embrittled. Auger e l e c t r o n  
spectrooopy 
a t a s  had diffused i n t o  them surfaces and t h i s  may 
have caumd the m b r i t t l g e n t .  tlydrogen is also 
P of the anode reveueni that  niroyen 
'5 
known t o  embrittle materials, but i ts  presence can- 
not be detected using auger e lec t ron  spectroscopy. 
Conclusions 
Results of this study have l ed  t o  t h e  following 
conclusions : 
1)  Hollow cathodes w i l l  operate  s a t i s f a c t a r i l y  
w i  th ammonia propellant. 
2 )  The cathode f a l l  remains r e l a t i v e l y  mall 
a t  higher pressures, so the hollow cathode itself 
should not introduce s i g n i f i c a n t  i n e f f i c l e n c e s  i n t o  
a r c j e t  operation. 
3 )  Amonia hollow cathodes w i l l  operata  aatirr 
factor14 w i t h  bare tantalum fo i l ,  R-500 treated 
tantalum foi l ,  lanthanum hexaboride. and impregnated 
tungsten i n s e r t s ,  but a s u b s t a n t i a l l y  higher amde 
vol tage is required t o  operate w i t h  the bare tan- 
t a l u m  foil i n s e r t .  
4) The cathode insert m u s t  be e l e c t r i c a l l y  
i s o l a t e d  frcm the o r i f i c e  p l a t e  i n  m d e r  to  keep the 
e l e c t r o n  emission site on t h e  i n s e r t .  h i s s i o n  fraa 
the o r i f i c e  p l a t e  or cathode body is undesirable  
bemuse i t  may result i n  mel t ing of thew cathode 
canyonents. 
e l e c t r o n  emission f r a n  a s m a l l  spot on the i n s e r t  
which leads t o  its degradat ion and eventual destruc- 
6) Hollow cathode opera t ion  a t  high i n t e r e l e o -  
5) H i g h  cathode i n t e r i o r  pressures prmote 
t i O D .  
t rode pressures  r e q u i r e s  a l o w  i n t e r i o r  cathode 
pressure to prcmote  diffuse^ e l e c t r o n  emission from 
the i n s e r t .  This can be a t t a i n e d  using: 
a )  reverBe propel lant  flow, and 
b )  a mall orifice diameter. 
7) Given a hollow cathode and anode gecmetri- 
c a l  configurat ion and materials, propel lan t  gas, and 
discharge current ,  the cathode-to-anode voltage drop 
appears t o  depend pr imari ly  on i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  p reb  
sure. 
8) The cathode body and or i f ics  p l a t e  m u a t  be 
constructed frcm high melt ing temperature materials 
t h a t  can endure high pressure operation. 
material wer boron nitride and g r a p h i t e  becaw i t  
sus ta ined  DD damage during high pressure tes t ing.  
Cathode opera t ion  becomes more stable a t  
9) Tungsten is prefer red  a s  an orifice p l a t e  
1 0 )  
Ugh pressures  as discharge c u r r e n t s  are increased  
above 6A. 
11) A s  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressure is increased 
there i s  a tendancy for the cur ren t  t o  flow through 
the c r i f i c e  plate rather than from the crifice. 
This tendancy could be e l iminated if the orifice 
plate could be f a b r i c a t e d  from a s u f f i c i e n t l y  high 
melt ing temperature, i n s u l a t i n g  material. 
1 2 )  H o l l o w  cathodes wi th  tungsten o r i f i c e  
p l a t e s  can be operated t o  i n t e r e l e c t r o d e  pressures  
of 500 Torr w i t h  a diffuse emission from the cathode 
i n s e r t  and cur ren t  flow through the cathode o r i f i c e .  
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CONSTRAlNED SHEATH OPTICS F O R  
I O N  THRUSTERS 
H I G H  THRUST DENSITY, LOW SPECIFIC IMPULSL 
P a u l  J. Wilbur** and Jian-Zhang Han' 
Colorado S ta te  University 
Fort Col l ins ,  Colorado 80523 
Abstract 
The results of an experimental study shoving 
that a contoured, f i n e  wire mesh at tached t o  the  
screen g r i d  can be used  to control  the divergence 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of  i o n  beamlets produced a t  l o w  
net- to- total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  r a t i o s  are 
wesented. The inf luence  of free and constrained- 
sheath o p t l c s  s y s t e m  on beamlet divergence charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  are found t o  be s i m i l a r  i n  t h e  operat ing 
regime inves t iga ted ,  b u t  i t  was found that 
constralned-sheath o p t i c s  systems can be operated a t  
higher perveance l e v e l s  than free-sheath ones. The 
concept of a f i n e  wire i n t e r f e r e n c e  probe t h a t  can 
be used to study ion beamlet focusing behavior is 
introduced. This probe is used t o  demonstrate beam- 
l e t  focusing t o  a diameter about one hundreth of t h e  
screen g r i d  e x t r a c t i o n  a p e r t u r e  diameter. 
t ional t e s t i n g  is suggested t o  def ine  an opt imal ly  
contoured mesh t h a t  could y i e l d  well focused beam- 
l e t s  a t  net- to- total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  r a t i o s  
below about 0.1. 
Addi- 
Jntroduct ion 
The high s p e c i f i c  i m p u l s e  c a p a b i l i t i e s  of i o n  
t h r u s t e r s  have long been recognized as  well s u i t e d  
t o  h i g h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  v e l o c i t y  missions such as 
planatary and deep space probes. Over the past 
decade, however, most space programs have been 
d i rec ted  mcre toward near-earth missions where low 
s p e c i f i c  impu l ses  a r e  optimal. Under this condi t ion 
where thrus t  d e n s i t i e s  a l s o  tend t o  be l o w ,  l a r g e  
numbers of i o n  t h r u s t e r s  a r e  general ly  needed t o  
develop desired t h r u s t  l eve ls .  The number of thrus- 
ters required could be reduced, however, if the  
t h r u s t e r s  could be operated a t  a l o w  n e t  acce lera t -  
ing vol tage  t o  achieve the l o w  s p e c i f i c  impulse and 
a high t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol tage  to  achieve a 
higher  th rus t  density. 
t h e c r e t i c a l  data have shown, however, t h a t  converr 
t i o n a l  ( f i e e s h e a t h ) ,  two-grid i o n  o p t i o s  systems 
tend t o  e x b i b l t  high i o n  beamlet divergence and 
d i r e c t  i o n  impingement l o s s e s  when they a r e  operated 
a t  l o w  r a t i o s  of the  net- to- total  a c c e l e r a u n g  vol- 
tage (R).'s2 
net- to- total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  r a t i o s  by using 
mechanically more canplex three-grid i o n  o p t i c s  sys- 
tems but  the assoc ia ted  reduct ion i n  net- to- total  
acce le ra t ing  vol tage  r a t i o  is still r e l a t i v e l y  mod- 
est.2*3 The ef for t  described here  was undertaken t o  
examine the p o s s i b i l i t y  of cons t ra in ing  t h e  shape of 
Both experimental and 
Operation can be extended t o  lower 
*Work supported under Grant NGR-06-002-112 from 
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the sheath through which i o n s  are ex t rac ted  frcm the  
discharge plasma i n t o  t h e  beam. This was persued on 
the prsmise t h a t  it could f a c i l i t a t e  opera t ion  of 
two-grid o p t i c s  systems a t  high current  d e n s i t i e s  
and l o w  net- to- total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  ratios 
without inducing t h e  h i g h  beamlet divergence 
behavim that limits the performance of free-sheath 
o p t i c s  systems. 
I n  order t o  understand t h e  mechanisms by which 
i o n s  a r e  acce lera ted  and d iver ted  fram i d e a l ,  a x i a l  
t r a j e c t o r i e s  i n  t y p i c a l  l o w o p t i c s  systems, it is 
i n s t r u c t i v e  t o  consider the diagram shown i n  Fig. 1. 
This diagran shows equipoten t ia l  contour lines asso- 
c i a t e d  with ion  e x t r a c t i o n  frm a f l a t  plane a t  500 
V p o t e n t i a l ,  a c c e l e r a t i o n  t h r o u g h  a 460 V screen 
grid aper ture  and a -2500 V acce lera tor  g r i d  a p e r  
ture t o  a zero p o t e n t i a l ,  f l a t  plane a t  which neu- 
t r a l i z a t i o n  of the i o n s  is preaumed t o  occur. The 
equipoten t ia l  l i n e s  shown in t h e  f i g u r e  a r e  the 
s o l i d  ones and the cb t ted  l i n e  shows a conceptual- 
ized t r a j e c t c r y  for an i o n  ooming from the i o n  
source plane and passing through the system a t  a 
s u b s t a n t i a l  d i s tance  from the aperture pair c e n t e r  
l i n e .  The arrows emamting f r a n  the l e t t e r e d  poin ts  
along t h e  t r a j e c t c r y  suggest t h e  d i r e c t i o n  of elec- 
t r i c  f i e l d  vec tors  along which f o r c e s  a c t  on the 
i o n s  a s  they pass  through the g r i d  system. The 
arrow a t  pos i t ion  A suggests fcr example t h a t  elec- 
t r i c  f i e l d  f c r c e s  a c t i n g  on an i o n  i n  t h e  ear ly  
phase of the acce lera t ion  process have both a d o w p  
stream a x i a l  component and an inward r a d i a l  com- 
ponent. This inward r a d i a l  f o r c e  component causes 
the i o n  t o  be d i r e c t e d  c l o s e r  t o  t h e  aperture 
c e n t e r l i n e  a s  i t  a c c e l e r a t e s  between the g r i d s  and 
i t  cont inues t o  a c t  u n t i l  point  B. The e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d  contour a t  point  B is f l a t  and e s s e n t i a l l y  
perpendicular t o  the center l ine .  Beyond point  B the 
SCREEN ACCEL 
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Fig. 1 ~ q u i p o t e n t i a l  Contour and Ion Trajectory 
Diagr am 
e lec t r i c  f i e l d  vectors begin t o  have a capomnt of 
elect r ic  f i e l d  directed rad ia l l y  outward as shwn a t  
paint C. A t  po in t  D the ion begins t o  decelerate 
due t o  a compomnt o f  e lect r ic  f i e l d  that  is 
directed ax ia l l y  ups t rea  and s i m i l a r  f o r c w  00- 
t i m e  to act through point E and on t o  but mt 
beyond the mural izat ion planm. F i g u r e  1 taken i n  
t o t a l  shows that  the ion mea an outwardly directed 
rad ia l  force collpomnt that cauaea i t  to  diverge 
from point B t o  the mu t ra l i za t i on  plam. As the 
accelerator m i d  la biarrd mare and m- negative 
(1.8. the R v a l w  is reduwd) the ion 800s a coc 
ponant of outwardly directed a lec t r l o  f i e l d  faroe 
that  is  increasingly greater i n  magnitude and acta 
f w  an increasingly &eater f rac t i on  of the tir 
associated w i t h  i t s  psage through the optic6 qe 
tem. 
from the ax ia l  direotion. 
This i n  turn rasu l t s  i n  greater ion divergence 
An ion mwlng along the aperture pair center 
l l m  on the other hand, pasas through qquipotential 
surfaces that  r aa ln  prpendlcular t o  the cen te r l im  
throughout i t s  tlm of pasaag. through the qat-. 
This ion therefore sees no r a d i a l  capomnt  of a l e e  
t r i o  f i e l d  and as a rmult I t  does not diverge from 
an ax ia l  trajeotcry. Om can me f r a  this d i ~ ~ s -  
s ion that both the r a d i a l  locat ion a t  wbich an ion 
begins the acorleration pooess and the la t - t * to t r l  
accelerating voltage ratio ioflwna the dimrgenoe 
angle associated w i t h  the ion a t  the tiw i t  pasma 
the mutrrllzstion plane. Om can also me that l o w  
dlvergenoe operation a t  a low m + t e t o k l  
accelerating voltage r a t i o  could be achieved if the 
bulk of the i O M  extracted fm the disohwge pl- 
could k directed through the grids along traeo- 
t t x i e s  that  f a l l o w  the aperture pair center l im. 
surface contaured In such a w a y  t h a t  thoy would all 
be directed toward the a p c t w  p.lr centerUor, OD. 
m i g h t  be able t o  aini l l re  the r a d i a l  f m a  ooc 
pomnts and thereby mlnhlze the w.0 dlvergena of 
the b e a d  t e x i t i n g  the g r i d  s y a t r .  I n  aontact Ion 
u t i l i z e  an *9s iss ion  &id** this type of source 
surface faaing I s  w d  t o  induce and suutaln 
optimal focusing wer a re la t i ve l y  wide rang. of 
crisaion current and acce lca t i ng  voltag. ooldi- 
tions. In aornentiolul two and tbree-gid ion 
optics s y a t r s  wed w i t h  deotron bab.rd.en* 
diaohargm ohambers, on the other hand. the ion 
souroe aurfaa shape. 1.e. the Ion extraotion sheath 
ahape. is deterr imd by the r q u i r a e n t  t&t the 
r a t e  a t  which ions are supplied fm the discbusp 
k q u a l  t o  the nk a t  which t hq  are extracted 
through the optica Wattr .  €&Me ahuulng the 
disoharge p l a m  denaity w the t o t a l  80c.l0r8tinS 
voltage caIwa the s h r t h  t o  mwe mffl it  a s a ~ n  
the shape that w i l l  ansure ant inuad o p n t i o n  a t  
the mu s p c b c h w g r l l r i k d  coldi t ion.  
"free-sheath" oam "the ion soura aurfaa" 
the divergence c h a m c t c  of Uio boa also oh~gea .  
O p t i m a l  toousing MY as a rwult mt k achiwable 
and nearopt i . r l  focusing w i l l  p r o b b 4  be rea l i red  
a t  only om ku current fm woh 8 C a l O I W t i t l g  vol- 
tap condition. If on the other hand o m  oould 
apply a properly shaped f i m  w l l v  me& wer the 
screen aperture i t ' m i g h t  k possible t o  estahllsh an 
'*ion source surfacenm h a i n g  aw desired shape 
( "conatrailad sheath" 1. 
this shape could be a l e o t e d  so i t  would induce 
o p t W  focuaing over a wide rang. of boa current 
and accelerating roltag. conditions. Resumah4 the 
mash would k shaped i n  tMs cam t o  d l rect  the ions 
If ias  w e r e  t o  be extracted a t  an ion muroe 
thrusters t and i n  electron b y  faming s y s t r a  that  
I n  this 
Do*es a8 operating O O l d i U O M  ohmg. rad a8 8 r-ult 
It is  aoncelvable that 
9% IS 
LITyj 
along t ra jectmies that would pass near by and 
para l le l  t o  the aperture pair centerline uhere l o r  
divergence operation a t  low net- tcr total  accelerat- 
ing voltages could be achieved. 
The suggestion that  a mesh could be wed t o  
a m t r o l  the sham of an ion &salon surface i n  an 
electron babardment i o n  source and thereby decouple 
the i o n  extract ion and beamlet f o r m t i o n  process 
froa the ion acceleration and deceleration process 
appears t o  have been s u p s t e d  f i r s t  by Reflew 
schweiler and Rbmr. They investigatad this 
concept a t  high m t  accelerating voltages (20 to  100 
h) M d  high ne t - te to ta l  accelerating voltage 
r a t i o s  and found that  i t  d id  f a c i l i t a t e  i o n  d i v e r  
gence oontrol. Eyers' also attempted t o  operata a t  
hi& m t  acoelerating voltages hut found that  h i s  
screewamatrrrirdng lreh malted as a raaul t  of heat- 
ing by moondary electron8 gemrated as a resu l t  of 
Ion bab"d$nt of the acoeleratar grid. Subsequent 
experiments w n  aonduoted a t  high at aoorlerat- 
ing voltag.8 h a e  ve r i f i ed  that  a sheath conntraiw 
inq mesh CUI be 1) u a d  t o  ant ra l  beamlet focusing 
by controlling the mesh oontour, 2 )  used t o  hold the 
beulet dlvergena constant M be- current andlor 
a c a l c a t i n g  voltage is  varied wer a w i d e  ran- and 
3) nde t o  to lerate high h u t  fluxas without melting 
ii the mesh I s  u& 9 t a n t a l m  w i r e .  In a re la ted 
aeries of testa Anton used the concept of decou- 
pling ion extract ion and acorleration w i t h  somcnrhat 
d i i f e ren t  apparatus than other investigators have 
emplqed t o  p m r a t e  well-focumd beams. -
In order t o  conduct them experiments a sheath 
Wn8*rlrdng meh w a a  spot welded t o  tba acreen g r i d  
aperture oi an ion  murce. It srned as an inter 
fice b0h.n th. disohlrg. pl8m Md the ion 
aCWler8tiOt1 regton established through the soreen 
and r o o d  pi& and was mangad  as sham i n  Fig. 2. 
This fiQm also shows the symbols wad t o  d e f i m  
such dipmaions as the diameters of the screen and 
ktuoen ( ) and thelr d i c l a ~ e s m s  (t and t 1. 
aPns*rildng mash was m& of 0.2s PP di. tantalrp 
w i r e  famed into a q w e  mesh w i t h  a - 2 r  w i r e  
the neh w a a  tamed i n t o  a spherical aement contour 
deflmd B a radius curvature rc as f l1mrat.d i n  
acml-ata' & i d  aPWtWe8 (d and da), the apc ing  
Por a l l  oams 5 naidered i n  this study, th8 shead 
t*dlr 8P.d- 8- OPOn Wm). FOr rll -St8 
(10 
($ (2.2 * t  ( b + 4 ( 4 ] ) f  
plg. 2 Constralmd-She.th Ion Extraction and 
Acceleration Spsta SchcPt io  
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Fig. 2. This mesh contour was se lec ted ,  though i t  
was considered suboptimal, because it  could be gew 
era ted  reproducibly using molds having t h e  d e s i r e d  
radii of curvature. 
shown i n  Fig. 2 ,  is defined i n  terms of &le other  
geometric parameters by t h e  equation given below the 
figure. This length was used  t o  compute the per- 
veances t h a t  were u s e d  as t h e  independent v a r i a b l e  
i n  present ing beamlet divergence data. 
divergence half-angle (a i n  Fig. 2 )  is def ined  a s  
t h e  half-angle of the cone w i t h  i ts apex a t  the 
acce lera tor  g r i d  which encloses  95% of the beamlet 
cur ren t  being ex t rac ted  through the g r i d  system. 
'he e f f e c t i v e  acce lera t ion  length p , which is 
The beamlet 
The bulk of t h e  tests were conducted using a n  8 
cm dia r i n g  cusp i o n  source having a single, cen- 
te red ,  2.9 cm dia  screen  aper ture  a t  its downstream 
end. A l l  tests were conducted using argon propel- 
l a n t  and the ion beam cur ren t  densi ty  p r o f i l e  used 
t o  develop beamlet divergence data  were measured 
10.6 cm dovnstreaa of the acce lera tor  g r i d  using a 
Faraday probe t h a t  could be swept a c r o s s  t h e  beam 
and could de tec t  ions passing the n e u t r a l i z a t i o n  
plane w i t h  divergence half-angles less than 50'. 
Reference 8 g ives  t h e  design d e t a i l s  of the i o n  
source and Faraday probe system used. 
conduct the tests a stable argon discharge was esta- 
b l i shed  i n  the ion source and the screen  and 
a c c e l e r a t m  grids were then biased t o  achieve the 
des i red  net  and t o t a l  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  condi- 
t ion .  The i o n  source discharge cur ren t  was 
increased i n  s t e p s  and ion beam curren t ,  impingement 
current  and cur ren t  densi ty  p r o f i l e s  were measured 
a t  each operat ing condition. The ion beam curren t  
was measured d i r e c t l y  using the beam curren t  m te r  
and was compared t o  t h a t  determined i n d i r e c t l y  by 
i n t e g r a t i n g  the beam current  densi ty  p r o f i l e .  The 
extent  t o  which the i n t e g r a t e d  beam cur ren t  agreed 
w i t h  the d i r e c t l y  measured one was used a s  a measure 
of the f r a c t i o n  of  i o n  t r a j e c t m i e s  t ha t  were 50 
divergent  t h a t  t h e i r  cont r ibu t ion  t o  the  i n t e g r a t e d  
beam current  could not be detected by t h e  Faraday 
probe. 
I n  order  t o  
During one of the tests t h e  0 . 2 5  mm d ia .  
tungsten a r e  neut ra l izer  t h a t  extended diameteri- 
c a l l y  across  the a c c e l e r a t m  aperture happened t o  be 
p o s i t i o m d  exac t ly  on the c e n t e r l i m  of the s i n g l e  
beamlet being s tudied  and i t  was observed on t h e  
cur ren t  denaity p r o f l l e  t h a t  this wire in te rcepted  a 
s u b s t a n t i a l  por t ion  of  'he beamlet. 
was subsequently modified so the wire could be moved 
both along and normal t o  t h e  beamlet c e n t e r l i m  
whlle the source was operating. W i t h  t,%s a r r a n g e  
mint i t  was possible  t o  use the wire a s  a probe 
s u i t a b l e  f o r  i n v e s t i g a t i n g  the s t r u c t u r e  of the 
focused beamlet. The l o c a t i o n  of this wire 
( i n t e r f e r e n c e )  probe r e l a t i v e  t o  o ther  c r i t i c a l  ele- 
ments of the test apparatus  is shown i n  Fig. 3. 
This  f i g u r e  also shows the pos i t ion  of the  ground 
screen whlch was kept centered so i t  would have a 
reproducible  e f f e c t  on beamlet ion  t r a j e c t o r i e s .  
The dis tance  2, which could be varied,  represents  
the a x i a l  l o c a t i o n  of the centered probe measured 
from the a c c e l e r a t w  g r id .  The d is tance  Y is t h e  
height of the umbral port ion of the shadow ( L e .  
zero  current  densi ty  port ion)  c a s t  by the  wire on 
the c m r e n t  densi ty  prof l le .  The beamlet envelope 
trajeCtOrY shown i n  Fig. 3 is i n d i c a t i v e  of t y p i c a l  
o u t e m s t  t r a j e c t o r i e s  t h a t  were detected using t h e  
Faraday probe. 
The apparatus  
\ \ 
\ 
\ 
Fig. 3 Conceptual Diagram Shoving In te r fe rence  
Wire Probing of Beamlet 
While most of the tasting was conducted using 
the s i n g l e  aper ture  ex t rao t ion  g r i d  pa i r ,  o m  set of 
tests u t i l i z e d  a seven a p e r t u r e  pair. This  g r i d  set 
had screen  and acce lera tor  g r i d  holes  t h a t  were both 
1.1 cm i n  diaeter so t h e  t o t a l  screen (and a c c s l )  
a p e r t u r e  area was the same as that assoc ia ted  with 
the single aperture system. The c e n t e r t e c e n t e r  
spacing f w  the  apertures i n  t h i s  g r i d  system was 
1.2 cm and its divergence c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  were a l s o  
determimd using cur ren t  densi ty  p r o f l l e s  measured 
using t h e  Faraday probe described previously. 
&sults 
It is convenient t o  present g r i d  performance 
data in terms of normalized perveance per hole  so 
t h e  e f f e c t s  of changes i n  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tages ,  
g r i d  spacing and aper ture  diameter on beam curren t  
w l l l  be normalized properly and t h e  effects of  
parametric changes on beamlet divergence can be c o w  
pared. Ncmalized perveance per h o l e  is defined i n  
this r e p w t  by the  equat ion 
(1) 
Where JB is t h e  beam cur ren t  per hole, V is t h e  
t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  voltage. t is t h e  efTect ive 
a c c e l e r a t i o n  length (def ined f n  Fig. 2 for a con- 
s t r a i n e d  sheath)  and d is t h e  screen hole  diameter. 
I n  order  to  eva lua te  d e  appropriateness  of  4. 1 
f m  the var ious g r i d  systems being s tudied a t  low 
n e t - t e t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol tage r a t i o s ,  data l i k e  
those shown i n  Fig. 4 were col lected.  These t y p i c a l  
d a t a  show a 3 1 2  power dependence between t h e  maximum 
beam cur ren t  that could be e x t r a c t e d  frcm the g r i d s  
and the appl ied  t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol tage and they 
thereby confirm the s u i t a b i l i t y  of perveance as  a 
c o r r e l a t i n g  parameter f o r  both constrained ( c i r c l e s  
and t r i a n g l e s )  and free (squares)  sheath o p t i c s  s y e  
tens. The maximum beam current  i n  these  tests was 
found by increas ing  discharge chamber power t o  the 
point where a c c e l e r a t w  g r i d  impingement current  was 
i n c r e a s i n g  a t  the same rate as the screen current .  
The data of Fig. 4 a l s o  show t h a t  t y p i c a l  f r e e  and 
constrained-sheath. single-aperture o p t i c a l  confi- 
gura t ions  r e s u l t  i n  t h e  same maximum beam current  
a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage c w r e l a t i o n  and that the seven 
aper ture  maximum beam cur ren t  per hole  is lover  a t  a 
given t o t a l  a c c e l e r a t i n g  voltage. The lower beam 
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Thrw ion ha profiles sharing the typial 
progression of the b a r  p r a f i l o  s t r u c t u r e  with 
i n c r a m s  in pneuma o h r v e d  w i t h  the s ingle .  
apewture, ooastrrimd-sheath optica a p p r a t u a  are 
shown in pig. 5. A t  low pervanm v a l u e s  t h e  
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pig. S Typical Conatralmd-Sheath Optics Current 
m a l t y  Profilea 
pro f i l e s  are gaussian i n  shape. however, a t  high 
p w e a n c e  values  they tend t o  b i f u r c a t e  producing 
two peaks away frcm the center l ine  of the beamlet. 
It is suggested t h a t  this bi furca t ion  m i g h t  be due 
t o  elther repuls ion  f o r c e s  t h a t  tend t o  develop when 
too many ions a r e  f r r c e d  along t h e  c e n t e r l i n e  of the 
aper tures  a- ala t o  ion t r a j e c t o r y  crossover 
behavior w h i c h  oould bs induced a t  h igh  perveances. 
In order t o  charac te r ize  the cur ren t  d e n s i t y  
profilea, measured da ta  l i k e  tho= of Fig. 5 were 
put  i n t o  a c a p u t e r  program which generated a poly- 
molal curve f i t  of the data. Them curve fits were 
then i n t o m a t e d  t o  detemim a beam curren t  and the 
hamlet divergence h a l f  angle. The h a l f  angle  was 
found by first Cterminlng  the radial d is tance  t o  
w h i c h  the profile had t o  b integrated t o  o b t a i n  a 
b e r  cur ren t  that was 955 of the total  i n t e g r a t e d  
bu current. The arc tangent  of this radius 
divid8d by the dis tance  frcm the accelerator g r i d  t o  
the probing plana y ie lded  the deairad half-angle. 
Tho c m p u t e r  program was also umd to determine the 
ion ban d i v r 8 e n o e  factor w h i c h  is defined a s  t he  
ra t io  of the thrust produced by the  b a r  t o  the max- 
lmrn thrust that would be poduced if a l l  of the  ion 
trajectories leaving  the aperture spatem were paral-  
lel to  tbe a p e r t u r e  Fair center l ine.  The aomputer 
mgram drtemlmd this factor by i n t e g r a t i n g  t h e  
p o d u c t  of the ourrent  density and divergence angle 
wsim over tb c a p l e t e  cur ren t  dena i ty  prof i le .  
Typical results obtalmd fraP e x p e r i w n t a l l y  
meaaurad beamlet p r o f i l e  data lib thom in Fig. 5 
are shown i n  FYI. 6. Them p l o t s  of bsamlet diver- 
gence angle and divergence factm a s  a func t ion  of 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
NORMALIZED PERVEANCE #R HOLE (A/V''*) 
Fig. 6 Effect of Grid Separat ion on the 
Divergence C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of Constrained- 
Sheath O p t i c s  Beamlets 
normalized perveance per hole  show t h e  e f f e c t  of 
changes i n  normalized g r i d  separat ion dis tance on 
beamlet divergence when t h e  other  parameters a r e  
held constant a t  the values  de f ined  i n  the legend. 
The general trend suggested i s  t h a t  divergence angle  
increases  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  as  normalized perveance per  
hole is increased w i t h  closely spaced g r ids .  These 
increases  i n  divergence angle  a r e  r e f l e c t e d  a s  a 
reduct ion i n  i o n  beam divergence f a c t o r  w i t h  va lues  
extending as  low a e  about 0.75 f o r  c l o s e s t  g r i d  
spacing. 
t o  which changes i n  pemeance inf luence the d i v e r  
gence angle  and divergence factor is reduced sub- 
s t a n t i a l l y .  It should be noted t h a t  the net-to- 
t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol tage r a t i o  for these data is 
0.17 and t h e  lowest value of net- to- total  acce le ra t -  
i n g  vol tage r a t i o  inves t iga ted  by Aston for two-grid 
f r e e s h e a t h ,  mult japer ture  o p t i c s  systems was about 
twice t h i s  value. He reports t h a t  a t tempts  t o  
opera te  a t  lower net- to- total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  
r a t i o s  r e s u l t e d  i n  poor divergence c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
and high impingement currents .  I n  the case of the 
free sheath data of R e f .  1 the adverse effect of 
pemeance on divergence angle  was much mwe subdued 
than t h e  constrained-sheath data of  Fig. 6 and 
divergence angles  l ess  than 20' were general ly  
Observed. 
A s  g r i d  separa t ion  is increased t h e  extent  
One start l ing f e a t u r e  of the data of Fig. 6 is 
the maximum normalized perveance a t  which data were 
obtained. 
constraining mesh on the screen g r i d  would c o l l e c t  a 
por t ion  of the i o n  cur ren t  and hence the maximum 
normalized perveance a t  which the g r i d s  could be 
operated would be s u b s t a n t i a l l y  below he 
c a l  limit which far argon is 6.8 x 10- ' A/395e";n 
t h e  Present case, however. normal zed perveance 
values  approaching 10 x 10'' A l d 2  are achieved. 
It could be that the high perveance is r e a l i z e d  
becauae the w n s t r a i n e d  sheath, which remains f i x e d  
I n  space, cont inues t o  maintain a large sheath area 
exposed t o  the discharge plasma as the  plasma den- 
s i t y  is increased. In the freesheath case, on t h e  
o t h e r  hand, the sheath co l lapses  toward a plane a t  
the screen g r i d  thus reducing its e f f e c t i v e  area for 
the discharge chamber i o n  e x t r a c t i o n  as plasma den- 
s i t y  is Increased.'' The high perveance r e a l i z e d  i n  
t h e  present  case could ,  however, also be r e l a t e d  t o  
the d e f i n i t i o n  of the e f f e c t i v e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  length  
q e  i d e n t i f i e d  i n  Fig. 2.  This l ength  which extends 
from the upstream plane of the a c c e l e r a t a r  g r i d  t o  
the upstream tangent t o  the sheath cons t ra in ing  mesh 
is appropriate  far ions passing on t h e  c e n t e r l i m  of 
the e x t r a c t i o n  system, but may be too long  f o r  ions 
ext rac ted  from the discharge near the screen  m i d  
edge. f i n a l l y  regard ing  the ion beam divergence 
factors i n  Fig. 6 ,  it is noted t h a t  beamlet d i v e r  
gence induces same thrust l o s s ,  but this l o s s  may be 
mwe than compensated by t h e  capabi l i ty  of the 
wnstrained-sbeath o p t i c s  system t o  opera te  a t  
higher  t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol tages  where t h e  cur ren t  
d e n s i t i e s  are higher than those that could be 
e x t r a c t e d  f r o m  similar f r e e s h e a t h  o p t i c s  systems. 
It was expected t h a t  the sheath- 
The effect of changing the net  a c c e l e r a t i n g  
vol tage,  while holding t h e  net- to- total  acce le ra t ing  
vol tage  r a t i o  and the geonmtrical f a c t o r s  associated 
with the constrained-sheath o p t i c s  system constant ,  
is shown i n  Fig. I. These data i n d i c a t e  that reduc- 
ing t h e  net  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage from 500 t o  250 V 
induces no s u b s t a n t i a l  change i n  divergence charac- 
t e r i s t i c s .  I n  regard t o  the Fig. I d a t a  i t  is sug- 
gested that the t r iangular  data point  a t  the high 
perveance associated with 500 V opera t ion  is prob- 
ably erroneous. 
O 1 .  
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Fig. I Effect of Net Accelerat ing Voltage on D i v e r  
gence Charac te r i s t ics  of Constrained- 
Sheath Optics Beamlets 
The effect of changing t h e  r a d i u s  of  curva ture  
associated w i t h  the sheath w n s t r a i n i n g  mesh is 
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Fig. 8. These data suggest t h a t  it 
is preferable  t o  operate with the smaller r a d i u s  of 
curvature  mesh which presumably d i r e c t s  i o n s  nearer 
t o  the aperture pa i r  c e n t e r l i n e  where theory sug- 
gests the radial components of  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  t ha t  
induce divergence a r e  smaller. Figure 9 shows the 
affect of changing t h e  net-to-total a c c e l e r a t i n g  
v o l t a g e  r a t i o  on divergence when +he net  acce lera t -  
ing vol tage  and geametrical factors a r e  held c o w  
s t a n t .  These data show decreases  i n  divergence 
angle  accompany increases  i n  net-to-total accelerat-  
i n g  vol tage  r a t i o .  A t  high perveances, h a r m e r ,  the 
data suggest t h e  divergence c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a t  the 
two values  of R may approach each other. 
It is noted a t  this point  t h a t  beam c u r r e n t s  
determined by i n t e g r a t i n g  the current  dens i ty  pro- 
f i les  obtained a t  each operat ing condi t ion agreed 
w i t h  the assoc ia ted  measured ion beam curren t  t o  
wi th in  about 1tB when t h e  ne t - to- to ta l  acce le ra t ing  
vol tage  r a t i o  was 0.17 and above. A s  the net-to- 
total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  r a t i o  was reduced below 
0.17, however, the i n t e g a t e d  beam curren ts  de t e r  
mlned from curren t  densi ty  measurements were s y e  
t emat ica l ly  less than the measured ones. This 
effect i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  by t h e  da ta  of Fig. 1 0  which 
d8 = 2.9 
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Fig. 9 El tec t  of Net-to-Total Accelerating Voltage 
Ratio on Divergence C h a r a c t e r i d i c s  of 
Constraimd-Sheath Optics Benmlets 
show i n t e w a t e d  t o  meaaured beam c w r e n t  r a t i o  drop- 
ping o f f  aa n e t - t e t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol tage  r a t i o  
is e c r e  d for data o b t a i m d  a t  a perveance of 4 x 
lo-' A/\$' and a wide range of other  parameters. 
An in t eg ra t ed  beam curren t  t h a t  is l e a s  than the  
carreaponding measured o m  is i n d i c a t i v e  of Signi f i -  
cant numbrs of ions  t h a t  are escaping on t ra jec-  
t o r i e s  that a r e  s u f f i c i e n t l y  divergent so they go 
undetected tq the Faraday probe. 
ab ly  pass through the plan, of the Faraday probe a t  
s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a rge  r a d i i  so tha t  the in t eg ra t ed  
effect of thair small  cur ren t  d e n s i t i e s  c o n t r i b u t e s  
subs t an t i a l ly  t o  the t o t a l  ion  currant.  Additional 
evidence t h a t  this was occurring was a l so  prwided 
by comparing cur ren t  density p r o f i l e s  lib thoas i n  
Fig. 5 a t  d i f f e r e n t  m t - t o - t o t a l  acce le ra t ing  vol- 
tage r a t i o s  (R). 
Fig. 5, which were o b t a i m d  a t  l o w  R values,  have a 
s lope  a t  the r ad ius  where cur ren t  denalty drops t o  
ze ro  that also approachs zero. A t  high R values ,  on 
the other hand, the p r o f i l e s  a t  the zero  cur ren t  
density point were mare v e r t i c a l .  Based on the 
arguments presented regarding Fig. 1, it is 
suggested t h a t  the highly divergent ion8 a r e  thorn 
whtch pass through the g r i d  ape r tu re s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
far from the c e n t e r l i m  and 50 they see large r a d i a l  
oaopomnts of e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  t h a t  induces their 
large divergence. 
Them i o n s  pres- 
The cur ren t  denaity p r o f i l e s  of 
2 - 0 . 2  mo.8 
Fig. 10 Eifec t  of Net-to-Total Accelerating Voltaga 
Ratio on the Beam Current Frac t ion  
Detected by the Faraday Probe 
B i  r ec t  Free- Shea th/ Constr ai n e d - S h e d  Perf -
While the data i n  Figs.  6 t o  10 suggest t h a t  
wnstrained-sheath o p t i c s  systems can be used  t o  
e x t r a c t  i on  beamlets a t  l o w  ne t - to- to ta l  acce le ra t -  
i n g  vol tage  r a t i o s ,  M) d i r e c t  evidence is presented 
t o  show t h a t  these g r i d s  produce beamlets t h a t  a r e  
less divergent than the f r e e s h e a t h  ones. In  order 
t o  obta in  a d i r e c t  conparison of performance of 
f r e e s h e a t h  and constrained sheath o p t i c s  a series 
of tests was perfarmed first w i t h  a sheath- 
a n s t r a i n i n g  mesh on the screen g r i d  ape r tu re  and 
then  age in  w i t h  it removed. I n  order t o  present t he  
freesheath da ta  i t  was rrecessary t o  d e f i n e  an 
e f f e c t i v e  acce le ra t ion  length  ( 1  ) t o  w i n  Eq. 1. 
For these data the length  was depieed a s  t he  d i p  
tance from the cen te r l ine  a t  the upstream plane of 
the acce l  g r i d  t o  t he  upstream edge of the screen 
g r i d  aperture.l  S p i c a 1  results o b t a i m d  i n  these  
tests are shown i n  Figs. 11 and 12. Fieplre 11 
prernnts beamlet divergence data obtained a t  two m t  
acce le ra t ing  vol tages  and two net- t - total  
acce le ra t ing  vo l t aee  r a t i o s  which show that the 
condra lmd-shea th  op t i c s  data ob ta imd  w i t h  meshes 
a n t o u r e d  t o  two d i f f e r e n t  r a d i i  of curvature exhi- 
bit only s l i g h t l y  less divergent behavior than the  
f r e e s h e a t h  data. These data also show, however, 
t h a t  opera t ion  w i t h  tbe constrained-sheath o p t i c s  
f a c i l i t a t e s  opera t ion  t o  s i g h t l y  higher normalized 
perveance leve ls .  The da ta  of Fig. 1 2  show t h a t  the 
free sheath o p t i c s  s y s t e m  opera te  a t  s l i g h t l y  
higher impingement cur ran t  l e v e l s  than the  
constraimd-sheath o p t i c s  systems do and that the 
maximum perveance achievable befcre the onset of 
high d i r e c t  i on  impingement is greater w i t h  the 
constraimd-sheath op t i c s  apparatus. Again, hcu- 
ever, there  is not a d r a m t i c  d i f f e rence  i n  the 
divergence data obtaltmd using t h e  two d i f f e r e n t  
sheath concepts. 
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Fig. 12 Typical Impingement C h a r a c t e r i s t i c  Compari- 
son Between Free and Constrained-Sheath 
Optics Systems 
B U  et m r f  erence P r o w  
When t h e  f i n e  (0.25 m dia) in te r fe rence  probe 
shown i n  Fig. 3 was moved i n t o  the beamlet CCaIing 
from a single a p e r t u r e  g r i d  pair, it was poss ib le  t o  
i n t e r c e p t  a port ion of the beamlet and c a s t  a shadow 
onto the  cur ren t  dens i ty  p r o f i l e  measured us ing  the  
Faraday p r o k .  
from such memurements provides scme i n s i g h t  i n t o  
the s t r u c t u r e  of the beamlet. It should be noted 
t h a t  it is probably oonvenient t o  make t h i s  type of 
measurement only on single a p e r t u r e  pair i o n  extrac-  
t i o n  systems where the results are not confused by 
the overlapping i o n  cur ren ts  from adjacent  aper- 
tures. Figure 13 shows a t y p i c a l  set of data 
o b t a i m d  using a p a r t i c u l a r  constralmd-sheeth 
o p t  cs g p a i r  opera t ing  a t  a perveance near 4 x 
lo-’ A/$’’ . The progression of  beamlet cur ren t  
density profFles  begins a t  the top w i t h  t h e  cur ren t  
dens i ty  p r o f i l e  i n  its undisturbed state. Beneath 
t h i s  p r o f i l e  are o ther  p r o f i l e s  measured as  the  
i n t e r f e r e n o s  probe was moved promess ive ly  closer t o  
t h e  a c c e l e r a t c r  g r i d  Le.  the d is tance  Z shown i n  
Fig. 3 was decreamd. As this dis tanoe  i 5  decreased 
the P r o f i l e s  show t h e  probe c a s t s  a shadow with an 
increas ingly  greater umbral height (the dis tance  I 
def ined i n  Fig. 3). It is noteworthy that the probe 
could be heated t o  thermionic eaission teplperatures 
or  allowed t o  remain a t  room temperature and i t  
could be biaaed over the  range from z e r o  t o  30V 
below ground p o t e n t i a l  and the  p r o f i l e s  l i k e  those 
shown i n  Fig. l3 remaimd unchanged. W i t h  the probe 
a t  Z = 3.3 cm the second p r o f i l e  i n  Fig. 13 is seen 
t o  be camplately penumbral (negat ive I) .  This pro- 
f i l e  also shows some evidence t h a t  the probe causes 
some of the i o n s  t o  be def lec ted  i n  such a way that 
the current  densi ty  immediately adjacent  t o  t h e  wire 
increases  (campare no-probe and Z = 3.3 cm cases). 
When the  probe i s  moved t o  a pos i t ion  2.4 cm dowrr 
stream of the a c c e l  g r i d  it c a s t s  a shadow that COP 
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of the data obtained 
ds = 2 . 9 c m  
d. . I  
a. 
t o  ts 
PROBE as d. 
- = - - 0.055 NO WIRE 
2 mo.66 
, /  2 t  \ .  !i a. * 1.3 
-10 - 5  5 IO v,=soov 
‘R R = 0.091 
-10 - 5  f 5 - 
RADIUS (cm) 
Fig. 33 Typical Beamlet Current h n a i t y  Rofiles 
Showing t h e  Mfec t  of In te r fe rence  Robe 
AXW Posi t ion  
p l e t e l y  blocks a por t ion  of the cur ren t  densi ty  p r e  
f i l e  producing an umbral shadow of h d g h t  J .  Moving 
t h e  wire still c l o s e r  ( 2  = 1.7 cm) results in a 
d r a m t i c  reduct ion of the cur ren t  d e n s i t i e s  over t h e  
complete p r o f i l e  a s  t he  lowest p lo t  shows. I n  t h i s  
case i t  appears that the umbral shadow ha8 about the 
aame h e i g h t  a s  i t  has  a t  a 2 dis tance  of 2.4 an but 
the penumbral shadow extends over the e n t i r e  pro- 
file. The most s t a r t l i n g  r e v e l a t i o n  assoc ia ted  w i t h  
the data of Fig. 13 is that such a f i n e  w i r e  (0.25 
mm) should be able to  cast such a large shadow on 
the beamlet current dens i ty  p r o f i l e  (2-3 cm a t  a 
l o c a t i o n  10.6 om downstream of the acoe lera tc r  
grid). The fact that i t  doe8 suggests that t h e  
cur ren t  being e x t r a c t e d  passes through a very narrow 
zom ( fooa l  region) on the aper ture  pa i r  c e n t e r l i n e  
a t  a l o a a t i o n  a few cent imeters  downstream of the 
accelerator grid. This zone m u s t  have a diameter of 
the crder  of t h e  wire (one hundreth of the accelera- 
tor grid aperture d ieme te r )  a- the i n t e r f e r e n c e  
probe would be unable t o  i n t e r c e p t  90 much of it. 
When data l i k e  those shown i n  Fig. 13 are plot- 
ted in the form of umbral zone height  ( I I )  a g a i n s t  
wire axial p o s i t i o n  (2) results l i k e  those shown in 
Fig. 14 are obta imd.  Negative va lues  of umbral 
zone height  shown i n  t h i s  p lo t  correspond t o  pro- 
f i l e s  l i k e  the one f o r  Z = 3.3 om i n  n g .  13 where 
the a c t u a l  p r o f i l e  shows a completely penumbral 
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Fig. 14 Effect of Interference Pro& Podtion on 
interaction. Figure 14 shows a Linear relationship 
between lnbcal zom height  and w i r e  axial position. 
It ahaws further that reducing the radius of curva- 
ture of the sheath constrailling mesh c a w s  the  hor- 
i z o n t a l  a d s  intercept of the l i ne  f i t t i ng  the data 
to  decreaae, but does not change its slope. Tbe 
reaults suggests that reduotions in the aonstraimd 
sheath radius aum the f& point  of the merging 
beamlet t o  mwe upstre- but do not induce changes 
in the distribution of ion t r a j e o t a i e s  a t  the focrl 
point. Chaneng f’ra the oonstraimd t o  the free- 
sheath wnfi@wation. on the other hand, caums the 
slope of the plots in Ng. 14 t o  ohango. This 
result indicates that a o h a m  in the sheath wntour 
from fraa heispherical  t o  another om (the mtural 
om in this cam) does  c a w  the distribution of ion 
trajectories a t  the focal point to change. This 
trend toward a zero d o p e  characteristic in Fig. 1 4  
aa tho sheath mntour changes fra  spherical t o  free 
may k interpreted bp reaogalzlng that  a horizon1 
oharaaterlstic would be produoad by a betmlet com- 
p a d  of ion t r a j e c t a i e s  that  all emerge parallel 
t o  the aperture p a i r  a d s .  Ben- the data of Ng. 
14 s u m a t  1) the diatrikrtion of ion trajectories 
a t  the focal point can be aontrolled by oootralling 
the sheath aontour and 2) t free-strrth oontour a t  
a pneance  of 4 I A/$’ is ahaped t o  y i e l d  an 
ion  t r a j eo tay  distribution a t  the f a  point t h a t  
is cloaer t o  the ideal o m  (all parallel t o  the 
aperture p i r  axla). 
fore does not produrn the least divergent beamLet 
and i t  is also wnaidered likely that the free- 
ahcath om does not sither. This suggests that 
improvements i n  the divergence behavior of ion 
optics system could be achieved by uaing a 
oonstraimd-sheath optioa mash contoured into 
another ‘ideal’ shape. 
uprbral shadow H d g h t  
The spherical contour there- 
The reaaon why the spherically-contoured 
aonstrainsd-sheath and freesheath optics spatema 
exhihit similar divergeme characteristics (Fig. 11) 
can be understood by reaognizing frclr Fig. 14 that 
both systems podurn large mbral zom h e i g h t s  when 
a fine 0.25 mm dia. interference probe is placed 
into their beamlets. This indicates that both 
optics systems produce beamlets that focus into a 
mal l  region a t  the aperture pair centerlim in the 
operating regime under consideration. This in t u r n  
suggests that both systems induce trajectories that 
pass cloae to  the  aperture pair centerline where 
radial electric f ie ld  compomnta are minimal. As 
net-to-total accelerating voltage ra t lo  (R) is 
reduced below -0.1 the data of Fig. 10 s u g g e s t  even 
the degree of focusing achieved with them g r i d  sets 
is inadequate (the fraction of i o n s  escaping Faraday 
probe detection increases markedly bslat this v a l u e  
of R).  Hence even m a w  Fec i=  ion trajectories. 
directed even cloaer and mwe marly parallel to  the 
aperture p a i r  centerline are meded t o  reduce d i v e r  
gence a t  v a l u e s  of mt - t e to t a l  accelerating voltage 
ra t io  blow -0.1. 
Sewen Averture Gr id  Teat R a  
A final test sequence was conducted in which 
the  single aperture constraimd-sheath optics set 
was replaced with a seven aperture at having the 
same total  aperture open area. Grid systea parame 
tar almllarity was retaimd as  the apertures were 
waled down t o  the aven  hole size (1.1 cn) except 
that tbo amstraining-screen mesh wire and screen 
and acmlerator g r i d  th ichesms were not acaled htt 
were th4 seae absolute thickness for both g r i d  ats. 
Flare 15, w h i c h  shawa the divergence character ie  
t i c s  of tba m e n  aperture 5 i d  set ccmpared to  the 
single aperture set, iodioates that the seven a p e r  
ture at produces more divergent beamlets a t  a given 
prveance and that  i t  cannot b operated a t  as high 
a normalized perveance per hole as  the single ape- 
ture sst can. Tbis difference may b due i n  part to  
improper scallng of the grid and mash i d re  
thickwsmg. as the hole sizes were reduced to  the  
valuen cited f a  tha seven aperture sat. The data 
of Fig. 15  do ahat. hawever, that  screen gr id  ape- 
tures as  small a s  1.1 cm in dip. can be f i t t e d  w i t h  
sheath-constraining meshes,, and i t  is believed that 
the ooncept can be soaled to  wen smaller aperture 
sizes. 
A single 
umd t o  study 
-8s. Such a 
aperture ion extraction system can b 
the mture of the ion extraction pro- 
single aperture system can be probed 
d, m29cm U 
6 I X I Q ’  
2 4 6 e IO 
NORMALIZW PERVEANCE PER HOLE (A/V”*)  
Ng. 15 Ippical Comparison of Single and Hult iaper  
ture Constraimd-Sheath Beemlet D i v e r  
gence Characteristi cs 
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using a f i n e  in te r fe rence  probe positioned j u s t  9. Aston. G. and Y. D. Ikinlnger, **The D P A C  
(bunstream of the a c c e l  grid which casts a shadow on 
the c w r e n t  densi ty  p r o f i l e  produced by the aper ture  s i t y ,  '* 17th Internat iol la l  E l e c t r i c  Propulsion 
sst. A sheath-constraining mesh. attached t o  the  Conference Paper 84-85, Toeo, Japan, 1984. 
screen g r i d  can be used t o  control  the pos i t ion  Of 
the surface from whlch i o n s  a r e  ex t rac ted  from the 10. Aston, G., "Ion e x t r a c t i o n  from a p l a a a . "  & 
spher ica l  contour, it produces beamlets t h a t  have 
divergence c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  similar t o  thorn observed 
when t h e  cons t ra in ing  mesh is removed (free sheath 
case). Operation of both the free and s p h e r i c a l l y  
contoured conat ra in ing  sheath g r i d  systems a t  very 
l o u  net- total  a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tages  results i n  a 
beamlet that focuses i n t o  a region having a diameter 
of the order of one hundreth of the screen  a p e r t u r e  
d i m e t e r .  
approximately one a c c e l  g r i d  aper ture  diaamter down- 
stream of the a c c e l  grid. 
a c c e l e r a t i n g  vol tage  ra t io  is reduced below about  
0.1, the number of ions l eav ing  t h e  g r i d  system on 
r ela t ive ly  d iver  gent t r a j e c t o r i e s  i n c r  ea ms d r  - t i- 
cal ly .  It is believed, hawever, that  proper COP 
tour ing  of the shea th-wnst ra in ing  mesh would p r e  
duce an ion e x t r a c t i o n  surface t h a t  could cause the 
bulk of the i o n s  t o  be d i r e c t e d  onto  t r a j e c t o r i e s  
passing still c l o s e r  t o  and mare m a r l y  parallel t o  
the aper ture  pa i r  c e n t e r l i n e  a t  the focal point. 
This would k expected t o  produce l a w  divergence 
beamlets a t  sill lower m t - t o - t o t a l  a c c e l e r a t i n g  
vol tage r a t i o s .  Sheath-COnstraining meah wires do 
not  appear t o  i n t e r o e p t  a s u b s t a n t i a l  f r a c t i o n  of 
t h e  i o n s  drawn through them. I n  fact  w n s t r a i m d -  
sheath o p t i c s  can even be operated a t  s l i g h t l y  
higher  perveance l e v e l s  than f r e e s h e a t h  opt ics .  
Accelerato System for H i g h  Beam Current DSIP 
discharge plasma. When this constraining mesh haa a V. 52, BO. 4 ,  Ami1 1981, Pp. 
261 4- 26 26. 
This focal region is loca ted  a t  a point  
A s  n e t - t e t o t a l  
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16. Abstract 
Experimental results are presented which show that hollow cathodes can be operated on 
ammonia but that sustained operation at the high pressures where arcjet thrusters operate 
(of order 1000 Torr) is difficult to achieve. The concept of using contoured, fine wire 
meshes attached across the screen grid apertures in an ion thruster to effect control of the 
ion beamlet divergence is introduced. The concept is compared to conventional (free sheath) 
ion extraction and is shown to be potentially attractive. The performance-related effects 
of changing the anode and cathode locations and of interchanging hollow cathode and refractory 
filament electron sources within an 8 cm diameter, argon, ring cusp ion thruster discharge 
chamber are examined experimentally. 
changes in magnetic field strength and configuration and in propellant flow distribution are 
also measured. Results of these studies are presented in terms of changes in the parameters 
that describe the effectiveness of primary electron utilization and ion extraction into the 
beam. The apparatus and instrumentation that is being used to study hollow cathode operation 
at high electron emission levels (of order 100 A) is described. Preliminary results obtained 
on a hollow cathode operating at lower current levels, which indicate the apparatus and 
instrumentation are working properly and that analysis techniques being used to interpret 
the data are valid, are presented. 
The effects induced in discharge chamber performance by 
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